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Berrigan Urges Resistance Against State
by Jeanine Figur
Fatner Philip Berrigan, an eminent anti-
war activist and author, emphasized a
definite need for reformation io America
through resistance as he addressed a large
group of Trinity students .on Sept. 24 in
Austin Arts Center.
A guest of the Religion Dept., Berrigan
stressed his viewpoints through exem-
plerary Scriptural readings from John and
the prophet Ezekiel. He remarked
repeatedly that the American culture was a
"violent culture," and that the people must
•work against it and resist such violence. But
Berrigan felt that Americans tend to "relish
violence", accusing them of spending their
time with trivial recreation, expensive food,
and inhibited sexuality. Berrigan said our
society is inspired by wickedness.
"There is no resistance to the State, and
yet, it is public enemy number one,"
Berrigan said.
The former Roman Catholic priest said
the American government cultivates
mindlesshess with the domination and
corruption of such things as the CIA's
clandestine activities, the bombing in Indo-
China, and Watergate.
Berrigan called the American govern-
ment "a lie", because it distorts the truth,
and distracts the people from the complete
story. He added that the government was
working for the preservation and expansion
of the bureaucratic system.
"They work for it because they think it
works for them. The government does not
care about the people. What they don't know
is—it really doesn't work for them either.
"They work for it because they think it
works for them. The government does not
care about the people. What they don't know
is—it really doesn't work for them either."
Berrigan, imprisoned for three years for
his role in the Catonsville, Md., draft record
burnings, recalled a saying he often heard in
prison: "This guy can be bought or rented."
Continuing on this thought, he said, "The
U.S. is devoted to commercialism, and
indirectly through this, the American people
have no control over their own lives."
Berrigan said our fundamental purpose is
to eradicate this expression of violence in
America which is aimed at God.
"Genesis shows the primal act of violence
which was caused by igonorance, pride,
contempt, and forgetfulness. It's the same
story today, " Berrigan commented.
He felt this failure on the part of
Americans to love God stems from our
roots, and that many individuals choose to
think God does not-exist by replacing him
with their surrogate god,-commercialism.
The presidential election of 1972 and
Nixon's mandate were cited as "perfect
examples" of America's negligence in
solving its problems. Berrigan went on to
denounce what he called America's hailing
of President Gerald Ford as the "cure-all"
to all of America's dilemmas.
"How can a man like Gerald Ford solve
all the problems? First of all, Ford is a man
of great mediocrity," exclaimed Berrigan.
He said there was a "great ambivalence"
in our world. Making a reference to the
mass murders in Southeast Chia, Berrigan
called former Pres. Richard Nixon "the
worst war criminal alive." He also included
in his condemnations Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger, former Secretary of State
William Rogers, and former adviser to the
president Gen. William Westmoreland.
"For the major crimes, there is little
expense to pay, Nixon and the deaths he is
responsible for in Viet Nam are prime
examples, but yet, Calley gets it," com-
mented Berrigan.
Berrigan asked his student audience why
the clergy has not denounced the State, the
idolatrous god, why the journalists have not
reviewed Indo-China in its proper per-
spective, why U.S. Federal judges do not
prosecute the war criminals.
The former Catholic priest said more and
more Americans should begin using the
Bible as a handbook and political text. While
in prison, he said he read the Bible to occupy
his time as a preventive from cynicism and
hate.
Late Petition For SGA
Seat Rejected
Why Not Trinity?
by Richard Dubiel
Only 38% of the applicants invited to at-
tend Trinity this year ultimately decided to
enroll here. To determine the reasons why
acepted applicants chose 85 other schools
over Trinity, Susan Martin, assistant ad-
missions director, conducted a survey this
summer. The results of the questionaire
were disappointing in that no single reason
could account for this high rate of attrition.
Martin felt that the survey was valuable in
providing insight to the applicants' per-
ception of Trinity. One misconcepton ex-
posed was the applicants invalid im-
pressions of Trinity's curriculum flexibility
Forty per cent believed that Trinity's
curriculum was more rigid than the school
of their choice. ...-—..
This evidence led Martin to the conclusion
that applicants do not read the college
catalogue. Otherwise, applicants would
realize that Trinity is equal to, if not better
than, other institutions as far as curriculum
is concerned. In the future, these and other
misconceptions will be dispelled by Trinity
admissions officers, he said. •
In reputation, Trinity ranked equal to or
lower than other choices. Martin found that
to an extent" Trinity is relied upon as a
reserve for those applying to Ivy League
schools. Martin believes, however, that
Trinity should carry no negative con-
notation for being second choice." There are
more qualified applicants than vacancies in
the Ivy League, and Trinity matriculates
many equally talented students.
In reply to questions concerning social
"ie, 50 per cent of the applicants eventually
enrolled at schools larger than Trinity.
However, the general consensus among
applicants showed they did not want to
*
C/r°me a n u m b e r at some large university.
Martin found that 3/4 of those applying to
inmty had heard good things about student
we here, mostly from students already
attending. Martin could isolate no special
"aits common among those not attending.
An equal percentage of men and women
declined admission
Financial considerations were not a
crucial reason why students did not come to
Trinity. Fifty per cent did not respond at all
to the question of overall costs, and only 20
percent felt they could not afford to come to
Trinity.
Amoung four New England colleges,
Trinity ranks lowest in ac-
ceptance/enrollment percentage ratio.
According to the 1972 Comparitive Guide to
American Colleges, 62 per cent of those
accepted actually enrolled at Amherst, 57
percent at Williams, 52 per cent at
Wesleyan, and 45 per cent at Trinity.
Trinity's figure has dropped to 38 per cent in
1974.
by Jim Cobbs
The Student Government Association
(SGA) refused a student the right to run for
an SGA seat after he filed his petition six
minutes late last Thursday. Fred Lahey, 78,
said, "I am startled by the inflexibility of
the system," in a Tripod telephone interview
Sunday.
Lahey submitted his petition at 5:06 on
Thursday, six minutes after the deadline,
according to Gary Morgans, '75, Vice
President of SGA. The SGA Election Com-
mittee, headed by Steve Kayman, '77, voted
not to allow Lahey to run. In a letter to Lahey
giving four explanations for their decision,
the Committee said (1) the rules stated that
the petitions could be submitted no later
than 5:00 p.m. and (2) that a precedent had
been established last year when a petition
tow minutes late was turned down.
In a statement appealing this decision,
Lahey said, "Rules are made to insure
maximum indiviudal freedom (including
the rights to run for office) as long as those
freedoms do not interfere with others'
rights, and as long as they do not create
chaos." Lahey said he did not see how his
late petition could create chaos or interfere
with others' rights. He said he should be
allowed to run because it "fulfilled the
rights of voters to have the choice of voting
for anyone who is willing to offer themselves
as a candidate."
Regarding the precedent, Lahey said,
"The only way this reason could apply is
because the SGA dwells in the past, or
because it values a precedent over, justice
or the freedom of the voter."
The Election Committee's third reason for
not accepting Lahey's petition was that if
the precedent were broken, people, could
hand in petitions at any time without regard
to deadlines. Lahey replied that he saw no
reason why a petition cold not be accepted
past the deadline as long as it did not in-
terfere with the publishing deadline in the
Tripod, in which the candidates are listed.
The Election Committee's last reason was
that it was not fair for the person who came
in seventh in the election, in case Lahey was
elected. They said that the hypothetical
individual could protest the election and the
Committee would be sorely pressed for a
reply. Lahey rebutted, "There cold be no
reply more valid to such a hypothetical
protest more pertinent than a referendum of
the voters which would have already been
offered by the elector." "Itis the duty of the
government to insure the people maximum
choice possible in elections," he continued.
After considering Lahey's appeal, the
Election Committee decided Lahey could
run if each of his 13 opponents agreed. Since
one of his opponents did not agree, the
Election Committee appealed to the SGA,
which voted not to allow Lahey to run on
Sunday.
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Years of mildew and neglect have turned the wails of several Seabury
classrooms, including these in Seabury 19, into peeling eyesores.Soot on the stone
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Mather Hall Board of Governors: Fresh-
men may vote for no more than three (3)
candidates for the four freshmen positions.
Peter Crosby, Nancy Gunner, Brenda
Laufs, Peggy Fredrickson, James
O'Oonnell.
Mather Hall Board of Governors: Any
full-time registered undergraduate may
vote for one (1) candidate for the two
positions available.
George Jensen, Richard Meier.
Mather Policy Board: Any full-time
registered undergraduate may vote for
two(2) candidates for the three positions
available.
Nanci Brodie, Martha Cohen, Reginald
Gibson, George Jensen, Richard Johnson,
Janet Strickland, Kathy Walsh.
Athletic Advisory Council: Any full-time
registered undergraduate may vote for
one(l) candidate for one position available.
Bill Brown, Richard Johnson, Gerald
LaPlante, Philip Osman, Tom Santopietro.
Candidate Statements
« rs: r s - The ballot for student elections, as it will M a t h e r H a l l B O a f O O f G O V e nThe ballot for student elections, as it will
appear during elections, is reprinted below.
The election will be held on Thursday, Oct.
3, in the main lobby of Mather Hall. Ballots
may be cast by eligible voters (registered
full-time undergraduates) from 9 a.m,-
5p.m., on Thursday.
Any candidate who has an appeal based on
the ballot, as it appears here, must notify
the Elections Committee tonight in the
Student Government Office between the
hours of 6 p.m.-11 p.m. No appeal will be
allowed after 11 p.m., Oct. 1., regarding
listing on the ballot.
Student Government Association: Fresh-
men may vote for no more than two (2)
candidates for the six freshmen positions
available.
Peter Crosby, James Essey, Kenneth
Feinswog, Nancy Gunner, Kathy Jabs,
Peter Lycurgus, Mark O'Conner, James
O'Donnell, Susan Rodnon, Sarah Salter,
Michael Smirlock, Ben Thompson, pavid
Weirisenfield.
overnors
Student Government Association
James A. Essey '78 Presenting your views on student government in 150 words Is a
difficult task, becoming practically Impossible If you haven't been
involved in Trinity politics before, being only a "frosh". Therefore,
rather than present a meaningless list of things I feel should be
changed, I shall discuss the SGA's election procedure, which is the
only element of our government that I'm presently aware of.
This method of election simply does not have my respect. I cannot
fathom how any freshman can vote for another solely on the basis of
his name. I suggest that in future elections, a set of pertinent
questions be submitted to each candidate with results appearing In
•» The Tripod. This should clarify the nominee's ideals.
However, at present, there are no questions. I must ask you to vote
for me on fhe merit of my name, and my promise that, If elected, I
will do my best.
Kenneth Feinswog '78 Basically, all I want to say is that I am running for the S.G.A.
oecause in serving I would like to make it an active force in the
school. As is the case with most of fhe other freshmen candidates, I
am somewhat uninformed of what Is really going on, at this time. If I
get elecied, I will diligently serve to learn more about life at Trinity
and do my best to correct injustices and to maintain the freedom of
fhe Trinity students. I will be more than happy to receive
suggestions or grievances about life at Trinity from anyone at
anytime. Thank you.
Nancy Gunner '78
Kathy Jabs '78
James O'Donnell '78
Sarah Salter '78
Ben Thompson '78
David Weisenfeld '78
From what I have seen and heard, Trinity's SGA Isn't what It
should or ought to be. There seems to be a lack of communication
between the SGA and the student body. As a student governing
organization, the SGA should make an effort to 'involve more
'• student. A btg &Vof> toward* accomplishing this goal would be to let
the students know what Is going on. I will attempt to increase the
involvement of the average student with the SGA and consequently
bring about better communication!
I am running for a position on fhe Sfudenf Government Association
because I want to act rather than sit back and complain about
conditions that bofher me. I was active in student government and
other organizations in high school on both the executive and the
committee level. The most important thing i have teamed Is how to
work without expecting Immediate results or acknowledgment.
The purpose of student government Is to improve communications
between various sectors of the college community. Through better
relations and understanding, undesirable conditions can be Im-
proved and desirable ones retained. Two conditions that most people
feel need to be improved upon are the food and the condition of some
of the dorms. As the year progresses I will become aware of other
concerns that need to be acted upon In order to get the most out of
our years at. Trinity.
My name is James O'Donnell. Most pqpple know me as "O 'D" , As
a freshman, I know very little about the power of this organization,
so I won't make any campaign promises that I can't fulfil l. If elec-
ted, however, I expect to work for the Freshman Class In Whatever
areas they see as needing change. Therefore, If you want something
changed contact me In person at my room: Jones 115; over the
telephone: 249-5981; or through my post office box: 829. In sum-
mation, I'm open to suggestions, but let your suggestion be heard,
vote for O'D . , , (James O'Donnell) for the Student Government
Association.
I am running for one of the freshman positions of the Student
Government Association. It is senseless for me to give you lists and
lists of all my past accomplishments because I don't believe that is
what constitutes a reliable and trustworthy officer. I am running
because I want to represent my class and the rest of the student
body. I want to become involved in the government of Trinity and
see that it plays a more active role in the life of the student. I am
willing to give time and effort to this position, and I'm not taking it
lightly. I've been to the only two meetings that the SGA has had this
year because I was interested In the organization's influence on
student life. I would like to continue to go, but with the power to vote
and the opportunity to represent my class.
The job of representing a generally unfamiliar group of students Is
a difficult one. However, If a representative is sensitive to the needs
and wants of a body of students who share certain goals, the best can
be made of an unfortunate situation.
My experience In student government is extensive and should be
valuable in the school year ahead. I went to high school at Montclalr
Academy in New Jersey where I worked at various representative
positions over the years. Most recently, I was Junior class President
and President of the General Assembly in my senior year.
Hopefully, I've learned how to deal with people on many different
levels—an important part of the decision-making process.
For the time being, I feel that I can best represent the student
population—especially the freshman class—by representing myself
in an open minded and idealistic way. You'll just have to trust me.
For those of you who are interested, my name Is Dave Weisenfeld.
I am a freshman running for the SGA. I could give you a running
account of all the things I've done that make me qualified for the
SGA but f won't. For one thing yog probably don't care what I did in
high school. For another thing it doesn't matter. What does matter is
my desire to serve on the SGA. The purpose of the SGA is to look out
for the students' Interests. I want to help protect those Interests. To
do that, I need your help. Pot me on the-SGA. Vote for me, Dave
weisenfeld.
Peggy Fredrickson '78 The college experience is not complete without social interaction.
Knowing and accepting people is as important as learning through
classes. Although a group of close friends is good to have, Trinity
needs to bring people together so students arc not limited in their
acquaintances but know many people.
In fhe absence of a student union, which would be a great asset to
the Trinity community, we must make the best of what we
have—Mather Hall. Through Mather we could bring people together
for a wide variety of events from cultural to purely party events.
Trinity noods more good parties to provide a place for friends to get-
together and provide the possibility of associating with different
people.
If elected to MHBQG 1 will do my best to provide the kinds of
events that students want and promote social interaction. Nothing
prevents us from doing what we want.
Brenda Laufs '78
James O'Donnell '78
Becoming a member of the Mather Hall Boafd of governors
means involvement for me in the Trinity community. I hope to work
for the freshman class, planning new and different social and
cultural activities. It Is important for the class of 1978 to become
active at Trinity because It not only benefits them, but in turn
produces a closer knit college atmosphere. My time spent working
on the MH BOG would then be worthwhile to myself, and hopefully, to
the other members of the freshman class. It is up to us to make our
four years at Trinity meaningful andenfoyable. I will also attempt to
boost the moral of our class, although, it may spem "high" enough
already.
My name is James O'Donnell, Most people know me as "O'D". As
a freshman, I know very little about the power of this organization,
so I won't make any campaign promises that I can't fulfill. If elec-
ted, however, I expect to work for the Freshman Class In whatever
areas they see as needing change. Therefore, If you want something
changed contact mo In person at my room: Jones US; over the
telephone: 249-5981; or through my post office box: 829. In sum-
mation, I'm open to suggestions, but let your suggestion be heard,
vote for O'D . . . (James O'Donnell) for the Mather Hall Board of
Governors.
Mather Poiicy Board
Nanci Brodie '75 I believe that Mather Hall is not utilized or enfoyed sufficiently. In
many respects Mather Hall is both inefficient and unaesthetic. I
want to institute innovations in order to draw people to Mather not
only because it is supposed to be a place for social gathering, but
because it is an appealing place to be. 1 am open to creative
suggestions on the part of other students. I want to make Mather a
warm and attractive center.
Reginald A. Gibson '77 The Mather Policy Board is fundamental In determining the
quality and consistency of co-curricular life at Trinity through the
policies it sets. It Is my hope to be instrumental in setting up new
policies and revising old policies In an effort to achieve an in-
creasingly enriching and enloyable extra-curricular life for Trinity
students. I also hope to provide new insights and encourage ideas
that will ultimately result In even greater positive recognition of
Trinity in the Hartford area.
Richard Johnson '76 The Mather Policy Board was created last year and Is In charge ofdetermining how the facilities of Mather Hall will be used. This
agency can become an important path of communication between
students and administration if it develops properly and remains
responsive to student needs.
Since the facilities of Mather Hall are therefor fhe students, It is
very important that their voice be heard In determining how the
facilities be used. Student control can be established If the correct
precedents are set during the Board's first year of operation.
I would like to see the Board made responsive to the needs of the
Trinity community and to see the Board become independent of the
absolute veto power of fhe Director of the Campus Center.
Athletic Advisory Committee
Bil l Brown '76 I would like to add something more to the Trinity College com-
munity through participation on some decision-making body. Since I
view sport as an essential element in education, The Athletic Ad-
visory Committee seems an appropriate choice.
Richard Johnson '76 T n e Athletic Advisory Council is comprised of two members of the
Administration, the Director of Athletics, three faculty members,
three alumni, and three students. Students are clearly un-
derrepresented. The composition of the council can lead to an
overemphasis on intercollegiate sports and possibly to the neglect of
the athletic Interests of the other Trinity students.
I will represent the Interests of those members of the Trinity
community who are not Involved in organized sports and whose
needs therefore are often overlooked by the athletic department.
While I think that organized athletics should receive a large part of
the Council's attention, I also feel that greater emphasis should be
given to intramural and personal recreation programs for those
students who don't participate in any of the organized intercollegiate
sports.
Philip H. Osman '77 The element of "p lay" is an important aspect of almost everyone's
daily lives. It holds a prominent place in the American cultural
experience. "Play" is a means of expressing one's personality and
uniqueness. It follows that different people will have different ways
of expressing their physical energies. It is to fhe partial satisfaction
of these energies that collegiate athletics at Trinity College should
be directed.
Though finances are tight, new funds that may be allocated in the
future, or definite sums from the present budget should be used
toward an expansion of the diversity of facilities and programs
available. With emphasis on meeting demands of the hitherto
unrepresented portion of the college population. In the meantime,
new avenues should be explored that will open collegiate athletics to
a greater number of people, while maintaining, as equitably as
possible, the opportunities for those who are, at present, involved m
collegiate athletics.
I am running for the Athletic Advisory Committee for several
reasons: Firstly, and most importantly, I am interested In athletics
at Trinity and am more than willing to put In the time necessary TO
serve on the committee. Secondly, I feal that the question of how an
why time and space are allotted in Ferris is a key issue, for It is on
which affects almost the entire Trinity community, one which i we
students should have a definite say In. Finally, a number of i f j
portant questions are now being raised in regards to athletics
Trinity, namely how is the abolition of the quota going to affect i •
tercoltegiate athletics, and crucially, will informal sports such
wrestling and fencing continue to receive their funding. I strong y
Tom Santopietro '76
g nue to receiv r .
believe that the informal sports should continue to receive Wnd '™' t
if they do not, Trinity is denying a significant portion of the s t u ° * a t
body a chance to share in athletics. At the same time, I believe T
we can maintain our committment to intercollegiate athletics a
continue the excellence we have shown In many sports.
Dunn Testifies
THE TRIPOD, October 1, 1974, Paqe 3
by Steven Roberts
Dr. Leroy Dunn, associate professor of
Economics, recently returned to Trinity
College after having appeared as a witness
before the Senate Subcommittee on In-
vestigations Sept. 12, 1974. This hearing
seeked to "discover the • root causes of
shortages and the rapidly rising prices and
explore policies which might relieve such
situations," said Senate Chairman Henry
Jackson.
Commissioned by the Library of Congress
for Senator Jackson, Dr. Dunn researched
and wrote a paper entitled "Resources and
Shortages: An Economic Interpretation."
This report was so strongly appreciated by
Senator Walter D. Huddleson, director of the
subcommittee on material shortages, that
he asked Dunn to appear as a witness in the
hearings dealing with economic problems
and shortages.
The thirty-one page essay gave a full
understanding of the basic economics which
is needed to deal with the current problem of
shortages. The summer long investigation
tried to answer three major questions.
The first problem was to define and
clarify the meaning of a shortage. The
second was to explain how economics could
deal with shortages; and lastly to come to a
conclusion on how accurate these economic
predictions could be.
Dunn concluded his paper by stating that
shortages come about due to expansion and
Committee Report
growth. This is followed by inflation which
causes, he believes, a reduction in the real
value of money. The expansion phase of the
economic cycle will then start to wane,
leaving industry with an excess of supply,
until the next growth period.
"For the immediate future," Dunn writes,
"we can anticipate a softening in the real
value of most raw materials and a depletion
of stocks accumulated in anticipation of the
price rise."
Dr. Dunn's first encounter with the
Library of Congress was last fall when he
was hired by the Senate Interior Committee
to research and report on tax treatment of
oil and gas. It was this successful study that
made Dunn's report on material shortages
possible.
He started his economic career by
working on the Economic Division for the
Federal Reserve Board. Following this, he
became the Senior Research Officer in the
Internal Revenue Service before joining the
Research Staff at the London School of
Economics. After concluding his study in
London, he came to Trinity College, where
he became an associate professor of
Economics.
Dr. Dunn is now teaching a course entitled
"Contemporary Economic Problems in-
cluding the Energy "Crisis" which in-
corporates his recent studies he did for the
Senate. The full semester course examines
his paper which has been submitted and is
on file in the Library of Congress.
Philip Berrigan
"Cleanliness is . , . next to godliness."
Photo by S1ev« Roberts
by Gary Morgans, Laundry Services
Committee Chairperson.
Trying to turn a dirty sock into a clean one
on Saturday afternoon at Trinity College can
be an exasperating task, rivaling trying to
get a good meal at Mather. In response to
this pungent problem, the Student Govern-
ment Association last year set up the
Laundry Services (sub-) Committee to look
into ways of improving the washer/ dryer
situation on campus. After a full year of
unintensive work, we'd like to let you know
what's changed in the laundry services
system.
At this point last year, the laundry
machine repairman visited the campus only
when called by Buildings and Grounds, and
then only to check the machines for which
deficiencies had been reported. Buildings
and Grounds, in turn, wold not call the
repairman (from Presto Services) unless
informed by a student of a breakage, and
even then sometimes "forgot" to call
Presto. Students rarely called Buildings
and Grounds to report breakages anyway,
so all in all it sometimes took two months to
get a machine fixed.
Now the repairman checks all campus
machines twice weekly. If a machine
breaks, he should be there to fix it two days
later, on the average. Hopefully this will
keep the macnines in working order.
Political Parties
Organize on Campus
Demos
In order to aid the reorganization of the
Trinity College Republicans, Charles
Alfano, field director for the State
Republican Centeral Committee, visited the
Trinity campus on Friday.
According to Don Thomson, '78, who,
along with William O'Brien, '78, is trying to
reorganize Trinity Republican's, Alfano
made a number of recommendations for the
organization: These included sending out a
mailing to all the registered Republican
voters on campus, and canvassing Trinity
students in order to further recruit new
members.
Thomson noted that the name of the
organization was now the Trinity College
Republicans, not the Young Republicans,
p e change was due to their recent af-
filiation with the National College
Republicans, explained Thomson.
Thomson remarked that the main purpose
of the Trinity College Republicans is to
serve as a "congregational focal point" for
those interested in the Republican party.l he organization, he continued, is less
concerned with supporting the campaign of
any one candidate than with reviving a two-
party system on campus.
Reps
Following last week's organizational
meeting, Trinity College Y6ung Democrats
nave begun their November election drive.
Mnr !urt w m b e spearheaded by Mike
orHi • •<75' w h ° was elected the new co-
wamator at the meeting, following Jim
Ernes' resignation.
Noting that Young Democrats 'hasn't
l W s i n c« ^ e McGovern cam-
' McGra th said that a serious
will be made to re-establish quickly
some political activism on campus. He said
that despite conflicting meetings, last
week's meeting drew 25 members, which he
felt was a solid base from which to start. He
added that weekly meetings have been
instituted. According to Young Democrat
Gary Morgans, thegroup will need "another
week or so to get going on campus; then
we'll be able to branch out into the local
area."
McGrath said that the organization had
not planned specific activities yet, but in-
tended to "get active" soon. He said that
most of Young Democrats time in the next
two weeks will likely be directed at voter
registration in the area.
Following the voter registration drive,
Young Democrats will begin canvassing for
Democratic candidates in the surrounding
area, according to Morgans.
Young Democrats meetings are held
weekly on Thursday nights at 7:30 in the
Senate Room, Mather Hall, said McGrath.
Gary Morgans, former coordinator of the
Young Democrats, said he was pleased at
the idea of the revival of a rival political
organization on campus.
Thomson noted that he has rewritten the
constitution of the Triniy College
Republicans in accord with the Student
Activities Committee (S.A.C.) guidelines,
remarking that the revised copy holds the
same tenets of the former constitution.
S.A.C. President Tony Ficcirillo noted
that there were funds available for the
organization, though it had been nonexistent
at the. time it normally would have tiled a
budget, as budget decisions are not made
until Dec. 1. Realistically, about fifty dollars
would be the S.A.C. allotment, added Pic-
cinillo.
If you run into a broken machine, please
put an Out of Order sign on it. We will have
some installed in each laundry room soon.
Don't let the next guy lose his/her precious
ticket.
"As ye would that men should do to you,
do ye also to them likewise."
-Luke VI; 31
Still, what recourse is there for the student
who encounters a worthless ticket eater, and
is left holding the bag? We suggest that you
try and visit (or call) Mather Hall Front
Desk, and inform them of the breakage. The
next time the repairman visits, he'll check
the "broken machine list" and will know
that washer #3A is decidedly broken-he'11
give it closer attention.
Moreover, Mather Hall is the place where
you can get those elusive refunds. We've had
a new policy enacted so you'll be sure to get
your money back. Refunds can only be
made available directly from the Front
Desk 9am to 5pm (excluding lunch time).
However, if you report losing a a ticket (and
where) at any other time, you will be
refunded throgh the mail, in coin. The Office
of Student Services has recognized its
responsibility to provide refunds as ef-
ficiently as possible; all the student has to
do is report the breakage (and hopefully put
an Out of Order sign on the culprit
machine).
According to Presto Services, most
machine breakages are a result of ticket
probleros-a wet, bent, fake, or otherwise
"imperfect" ticket will cause the machine
to malfunction. Whether unknowingly or
knowingly malicious (one person tried to see
if a razor blade would work-it didn't),
students who insert other than "good"
tickets help in the deterioration of the
service.
"You cannot make a crab walk straight."
-Aristophanes
For those interested, other changes in the
laundry services system include the
numbering of the machines for more ef-
fective identification in damage reporting,
improvements in the operation of the ticket
dispenser (a second dispenser should soon
be installed, and change may soon be
availableat the front desk- thanks to Student
Services), the establishment of a permanent
written record of machine breakages, and
the declination of the role of Buildings and
Grounds in me system. Future work will
likely center on upgrading the quality and
quantity of working machines on campus.
We hope the changes will result in better
service to Trinity students. In any event,
"All will come out in the washing,"
-Cervantes, Don Quixote
College Enrollment
Increases In N.E.
The academic year 1973-74 saw.
enrollment in New England's 263 in-
stitutions of higher education reach a new
high of 620,538 students, according to^an
article in Higher Education in New
England, a news letter by the New England
Board of Higher Education.
GROWTH RATE OF ENROLLMENT
IN NEW ENGLAND
J955-1973'
the first time in eight years that the growth
rate exceeded that of the previous year.
PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOl QBAOUATfS ENHOUEQ
!N COLLEGE IN OCTOBER OF THE
YEAR OF GRADUATION. 1962 7?
All
Y « * of g*ft M.n Wtwwn
1987
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
lose
1968
1970
16) 1
1972
49
46
48
51
50
52
55
54
52
53
49
55
52
57
57
59
5B
63
60
55
58
53
43
39
41
4S
43
47
49
47
«9
60
46
19S660 6065 «S70 70-71 7172 7273
'Data for live year periods between 195S & 1970
represent average annual growth rates.
However, while the enrollments have
increased each year, the rate of growth has
been declining since 1965. Last year marked
Satin* U.S Qepwimemof t»ttw, Surwuo' Lriwr5U(r«ici.
Emptoymmt or Hytt S&toat GrWutm md Pnfiaurt. Ocmbir
19/2.
Although low cost two year public colleges
has helped increase enrollment the
declining national and regional birth rates
and other trends have tended to reduce their
effect. For the past four years the per-
centage of high school students throughout
the country enrolling in institutions of higher
education has been declining from a high of
55% in 1968 to 49% in 1972.
Also, as the New England's population
declines as a percentage of the total U.S.
population, its share of the national student
Continued Page 8
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WRTC Programming Guide
Saturday
"Amplitude"
Portugese
Programming
Sports Coverage
(Trinity Football
from 1:30 until
conclusion
Jason King
Reggae
will begin at 4
and end at 6 pm
Bob Menna
blues and folk
guitar
up until 7 pm
Andy Taylor
rock and every-
thing that's
wierd
Howard Garrell
• the soul boss
More Black
Experience
Sunday
"Amplitude"
Portugese
Programming
GayleStroy
gospel
Jeff Mandler
rock
Blair Fishbum
rock and more
The Dexter
Peebles Show
oldfes before
1966
Eric Wright
"Masterpiece"
|azz
Donna Williams
soul/jazz
Time
8 am-
noon
noon-
3 pm
3 pm-
5 pm
5pm-
7 pm
7 pm-
10 pm
10 pm.
12:30
12:30-
3am
George Chambers, American poet
and teacher, will visit the Trinity
College Campus during the week of
October 14, Chambers is sponsored
by the Trinity College Poetry Center
and is the Frederick G. Gwynn
Memorial Poet for 1974. During his
stay at Trinity, Chambers will give
three public readings: Monday,
October 14, readings from his own
poetry, Wednesday, October 16,
reading from contemporaries,
Thursday October 17, readings from
work in progress. All events are at
8:30 p.m. in the Wean Lounge of
Mather Student Center and are free.
During the week, Chambers will also
visit classes and talk informally
with students and professors.
Present
Postludes
"Wake Up With
Wombat"
"Out To Sea
w/Diver Dan"
Assorted
light music
MikeSiegal/
Jim Handleman
Bluegrass
Weaton
Wood
classical
Paul Dumont
news
Potpourri
of Spoken
Word
The Mad •
Hatter
emphasis on
rock
Debbie T.
"A Taste of
Soul"
Larry Pleasant
soul/iazz
Tuesday
Chris
Jepson
rock
Chuck
Levine
rock and
Mark
Farber
Rock and more
Malcom Kirby
modern
classical
Trip Sinnot
news
Bruce Goldberg
the Blues
Dave Cass
rock and
more
Jay Wesley
soul
Greg Ferguson
"Nappy's
Dugout"
soul/jazz
Wednesday _
Ziev and
Marr
Rock roots
Andy
Kauffman
rock and
Sieve Abrams
lust jazz
Walter
Thomson
romantic
classical
John Adamec
news
1/2 hour with
Sweetpie
1/2 hour in a
thunderstorm
The Don
Quiote
Travelogue
the soft touch
Nat
Williams
soul/jazj
Noil Stratton
"Meditations
Through Black
Folk Music"
Jazz
Thursday
Tony
Schaeffer
rock and more
Rig Goss
country
rock
Rich
Woodward
lust jazz
Waller Thomson
romantic
classical
Eric Larsen
news
Smiling Jacks
local talent
hour
TrlpSinnon
rock and more
Louis
Vassalo
latin
Grog Forte
"Sketches of
Freedom"
Jan
Friday
Shaskus
The new jazz
Thomas
classic
iazz
Nancy Cohen
bluegrass
and country
baroque
classical
John Ademec
news
Island
Treasure—a
modern mystery
Rick Luskin
"The rock
party"
Adron Keaton
"The Ghetto"
soul
Linn Miller
soul and
jaw
Time
8 am
10 am
10 am—
1 pm
l pm—
3:30 pm
3:30 pm—
5:30 pm
5:30 pm—
6:00 pm
6 pm—
7 pm
7 pm—
10 pm
10 pm—
12:30 am
12:30 a m -
3 am
NOTE: Additional 5 min. news will be aired every weekday at noon, 5 pm, 7 pm, 8 pm, and 10 pm. Besides the.
aforementioned news broadcasters, the news will be read by Chuck Cohn, Lisa Heilbron, Sandy Laub, and Carl Roberts,
On weekends, additional 5 minute news wilt be aired at 9 am, 10 am, 11 am, and 1Z noon.
Classical Music Returns to 'RTC
By Tom Heslin
Monday through Friday, from 3:30 to 5:30
In the afternoon, WRTC-FM (89.3) will be
exposing the Trinity community' to some
fine classical music. The Monday and
Friday programs, hosted by Wheaton Wood,
will feature the Medieval, Renaissance,
Baroque, and Classical periods in music.
Every Wednesday and Thursday, Walter
Thompson will be programming the music
of the Romantic period, while Tuesdays are
devoted to the ante-tonal, post tonal, atonal,
and electronic music of the modern era,
ably hosted by Malcolm Kirby. Aside from
this basic assortment of musical styles,
there may be specials, featuring both live
and recorded selections performed by
Trinity musicians and more well-known
players visiting the Hartford area. If enough
interest is generated, expansion of air time
is also possible.
Obviously WRTC, in the person of
Wheaton Wood, who has organized this
program, is attempting to bring the best and
most representative music of the Western
classical tradition to Hartford radio. There
will be no "works in progress""all pieces
will be presented in their entirety. Since
each programmer is presenting different
styles in different formats, there will be a
variety of both music and commentary.
While well-known classical pieces will be
aired, lesser known music of each period
will be played, with the stress on informing
listeners as well as entertaining them.
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony will not be
aired weekly, perhaps not at all. The folks in
the Classical Department shall, however,
play works which will not only place the
Ninth in its proper historical and
musicological perspective, but also will
hook those people as yet unhooked by
classical music. This music has been
gathering a following for about 900 years,
and that's longer than Kate Smith, the
Jackson 5, and the Stones put together. Such
programming was in evidence last Friday
on Wheaton's show, which featured the work
of Heinrich Schutz. Malcolm highlighted the
"Tippet Concerto", a work for which he had
searched the East Coast over the past year.
Since WRTC should function mainly in an
educational capacity, the commentary on
each show will outline the importance (in
relation to history and performance) of each
work. The shows will be both scholarly and
.sensual experiences. For example, one of
Walter Thompson's recent shows explored
five different interpretations of the
"Prelude" and "Liebcstod" from Wagner's
opera Tristan und Isolde.
What the people in classical programming
at WRTC want to do most is to stimulate the
ears and minds of the listening audience.
Upcoming shows include: "The Piano Music
of Ravel", "Burgundian Music", and
"Synthesizer: Toy or Tool?". If you un-
derstand what you have just read, you re
probably turned on; if you don't, why dont
you tune in'? WRTC-FM, 89.3...Basic Radio
in Hartford.
Anyone with any suggestions or criticism
of classical programming on WRTC, conlac
Wheaton Wood, at 249-2066, at box 1439, orai
the station.
Wednesday, October 2 -- Postlude. Fred
Graves in a solo flute improvisation at 10
P.M., in the Chapel. Admission: Free.
The Hartford Stage Company willjoffer a
varied, ambitious new series of one-night
experimental productions called STAGE 2
thss season. The new series, which will focus
on experimental, minority-interest
programming, will be presented on the
professional theatre's regular dark night of
Monday, and will be open to the general
public at $1.50 admission. The first STAGE 2
performance is set for Monday, October 21,
when the Hartford Stage Touring Theatre
Company will present "Annelies Marie
Frank: Witness", a documentary drama at
7 P.M. in the downtown Hartford theatre.
Reservations are required and can be made
by calling the theatre's box office at 525-
5601.
The Bushnell Memorial - Comedian
Richard Pryor presents his latest program
entitled "//*nn$f, Friday, Oct. 11, at 8 P.M.
Tickets are available at the Bushnell Box
Office, Marty's Music Mart in Copaco Mall,
Roz Record Shops, Belmonl Records,
Newberry's and Sticky Fingers.
Hartford Region YWCA -- Tryouts for two
original one-act plays will be held on
Wednesday, October 2nd at 7:30 P.M. at '.he
•rVIOWSE BY OREO POTTER
So WERE WE I
IN OB.
LIKE OE
S6E-JEEZ-US
KIND o'
COSMIC,
AIN'T
ir?
HEY.' VMAT YOU SAt
WE GET t>AT
YWCA, 135 Broad Street, Hartford. The
plays, by and about women, require &»
actresses ranging in age from 18 to w *
three actors under the age of 30. AU af
welcome regardless of experience.
Yale Repertory Theatre opens us n»'
season with the American premiere
Andrzej Wajda's adaptation of wm
stage version of Doestoyevsky's novel,. »
Possessed" on Friday, October 4. ±
Possessed" will play at the V™°™1
Theatre, 222 York Street for a straign- •
through October 26. For ticket inforroaw
call 203-436-1600.
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Chaplin Returns to Cinestudio
by Carla Rosati
He was the "little fellow," the tramp with
the baggy trousers, the bowler hat, the
rippling cane - the most beloved and
memorable image ever produced on film.
The genius of Charlie Chaplin lies not only in
the fact that he was a brilliant comedian,
but also in his unforgettable character.
From his conception, the tramp was
Everyman, not knowing, as he strove to
maintain his dignity through countless
mishaps, that he was making the world
laugh. In his later films, Chaplin deftly
mixed laughter and tears as the tramp
became the blithe, but pathetic, underdog
who renounces material values in favor of
human ones; but in his early career, under
the slapstick tutelage of Mack Sennett, the
tramp was the clever rogue, the impudent
mischief maker to whom nothing was
sacred. This is the Chaplin, this unquen-
chably irreverent gamin, who can be seen
and enjoyed in The Chaplin Revue, which
will be shown October 2-5 at Cinestudio.
The Chaplin Revue is an anthology of
three films, A Dog's Life, Shoulder Arms,
and The Pilgrim, which Chaplin made in the
years immediately following World War I,
Each film is a rapid, farcical comedy,
reminiscent of the gag-filled Sennett style, in
which the tramp is the impudent eit'con-
fronting a straitlaced and hostile world,
pricking the pretensions of the pompous or
bamboozling the beliefs of the stuffy.
Always the mischevious rogue, he possesses
talents near to genius in unorthodox or
useless endeavors, but is inept and bungling
in what he is supposed to do. A genuine
winner only in his dreams (as in Shoulder
Arms), the tramp often gains victory only
through his ability to escape the con-
sequences of his pranks.
Of the films shown in the revue, The
Pilgrim is the most irreverent and
mischevious in its tone as it shows the
tramp, disguised as a minister in order to
facilitate his escape from jail, thoroughly
hood-winking the small-town narrow-
minded people who are gulled into taking
him for the genuine article. At a stuffy
parish tea, the bogus clergyman encounters
a little child more offensive and obnoxious
than any of those who were later to strain
the shorter temper of W. C. Fields; growing
more annoyed and embarrassed, the tramp
finally sends the brat flying across the room
with a well-timed and placed kick. In the
film's most memorable and hilarious scene,
he preaches a sermon on David and Goliath
in a rendition so spectacular that a small"
boy boisterously applauds and the tramp,
like a true professional, responds by taking
several curtain calls while the congregation
sits in horrified bemusement.
In Shoulder Arms, the classic war comedy
which spoofs the trials of a doughboy, the
tramp is a hapless recruit, under the
command of a battleax drill sergeant, who
dreams of military glory in the battlefields
of France. In order to escape the boredom of
the trenches (and a three-week-old piece of
cheese), he volunteers to infiltrate enemy
territory disguised as a tree, and darts
bravely through the forests, encountering
Opinion
A Film Dept, Perhaps?
. by Andrew Yaffee
In the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, Thomas Alva Edison invented a
"toy" which in time grew to become one of
the great serious art forms of the twentieth
century as well as one of the most accurate
reflectors of the social and historical
realities of the world scene. The rather
unpretentious name which this "toy" was
given was, of course, the motion picture.
I mention this simply to remind the
curriculum committee that, in the vast
world of useful studies and disciplines, there
is yet another study called cinema. Many
colleges have already discovered this.
Now, this is not to say that the schedule of
courses at Trinity is totally devoid of film
courses; it is just that there are not enough
and of sufficient diversity.
For the film is a very complex medium. It
can certainly be studied for its artistic
merit, but is equally valid when pursued
through the perspective of history, English,
sociology, and, I'm sure, many other
disciplines. Some scholars have even
suggested that the film has replaced the
novel as the foremost indicator of the
American experience. Certainly in parts of
Europe this is so.
In recent years the film has attracted
Records
more literature than ever before in its
history, and not simply of the movie
magazine caliber. Such authors and critics
as James Agee, Robert E. Sherwood and
and Pauline Kael have devoted a great deal
of effort to the stvidy of cinema. Some of
their essays, such as Pauline Kael's
critiques on Orson WeEes' Citizen Kane and
James Agee's analysis of the golden age of
silent film comedy, have become classics.
Furthermore, recent years have shown a
healthy shift from the star-oriented
productions of the twenties, thirties and.
forties to the director-oriented productions
so evident in this last decade. Naturally
enough, this is coincidental to a growing
reliance on intensity of theme of film eon-
tent. But no film, in fact, is completely
without interest to the public and it is
equally valid to study a film's appeal as in
the case of the so-called "grade B films," as
well as how these films are a product of a
particular point in time.
The argument for the establishment of a
film department is a very substantial one.
Naturally, such a department is a long ways
in the future for Trinity, and the present
goal is simply to introduce a greater number
and diversity of courses. To neglect this fact
is simply to postpone the inevitable.
Uriah Heep's "Wonderworld"
by Reynolds-Ondeikonk
Uriah Heep is one of those so-called
"heavy-metal" bands from the United
Kingdom. Deriving their name from
Charles Dickens' obsequious sniveler, they
have found fame and fortune as the
WE SERVE
GOOD FOOD
TRY IT
TIMOTHY'S
ZION ST. CAFE
243 ZION ST.
OPEN 6 A.M. - 9 P.M.
progenitors of the ever-popular
Demons and Wizards and The Magician's
Birthday.LP's. After enjoying the mystique
with which their fans have shrouded them,
they wavered on their course to put out
Sweet Freedom and Wonderworld.
Sloughing off magician capes and ador-
ning themselves with the sparkle suits of
stardom indicate the direction Uriah Heep is,
headed. Inundating Sweet Freedom with
Ken Hensley's "personal" tunes such as "If
I had the Time", the group could hardly be
recognized as the same one that had
bulldozed their way out of England with
"Easy Livm"' and "Sweet Lorraine". The
material of the last two albums, although
maintaining Uriah Heep's tradition of ultra-
hard rock, also exhibits a certain banality in
music and lyrics, areas in which the band
pride themselves.
Wonderworld, Uriah Heep's offering for
1974, has been described by the group as
their most "comprehensive" LP to date.
Certainly, the album boasts many good
songs, but as a "comprehensive" LP, one is
forced to shake his head. Uriah Heep's
concept of "comprehensive" is obviously a
stab at eclecticism. The listener is invited to
a "heavy" mix of lyrics and music in
along the way some German soldiers eager
for bayonet practice. Attempting to rescue
his French sweetheart from the Huns, he
manages to capture the Kaiser and the
German High Command by chauffeuring
them to behind Allied lines, and thereby
becomes a hero - but only in his dreams. And
in A Dog's Life, in which the tramp tangles
with burglars over a hidden cache of stolen
money, he is dubiously aided by his
remarkable canine friend, Scraps, who
embroils him in a frenetic dog chase (with
the tramp being pursued by a pack of
hounds), and causes him to be thrown out of
the shelter of a raffish cabaret.
In all of these films, the tramp blithely, if
somewhat nervously, tries to maintain his
dignity and humanity as he runs the gamut
of countless impossible situations. And he
also somehow attempts to gain the un-
derdog's revenge against the tormenters -
the stuffy small-town people, the drill
sergeant, the burglars - who are upsetting
his happiness and equilibrium, in a way that
always has audiences laughing and cheering
in sympathy. This is the genius of Charlie
Chaplin - that his unforgettable character
can capture the dreams and dilemmas of
Everyman, and conquer or fulfill them in
such a way as to make the world laugh.
Photo by Jim Marsh
"The Dead End Kids" played to a small but enthusiastic crowd Saturday
night in the Washington Room. Good Tunes kept people hopping.
c. Criticism.
"Wonderful" (the first selection), a happy-
go-lucky'boogie in "So Tired", a soft, in-
trospective, strings- embellished bit of muse
in "The Easy Road" and a granite-lined,
decibel-loaded, screeching version of
distorted blues in "I Won't Mind".
Though the album may attract pens
dipped in vitriol, it is almost redeemed by
such assertive (no other word will suffice)
pieces as the electrically-charged, fast-
moving "Suicidal Man'' and the gentle, even
melodic "The Shadoes and the Wind", which
incorporates the most finely executed
chorus voc-als Uriah Heep has ever done.
Although by no means the only winning
songs from the album, these two do much to
keep "Wonderworld" from sinking back into
the abyss of mediocrity.
Unfortunately, the album reeks from
being overproduced. Although recording in
Germany to shy away from English taxes,
Uriah Heep errs in ladling the syrup of
strings over a song which might have
succeeded without, and the overabundance
of instruments in "Wonderworld" and
"Dreams" makes carnage of these two
pieces. The policy of "Let well enough
alone" should have been employed almost
universally. Only guitarist Mick Box saves
the day as his buzz-saw guitar cuts through
the garbage that usually bogs the rest of the
group down. His soaring, ululating licks
clear the air of the heavy incense ostensibly
hyper-sensitive group leader Ken Hensley
has seen fit to let billow.
In conclusion, Wonderworld is an example
to all of a group left to simmer in their own
juice. Uriah Heep was once a dynamic band
that displayed some measure of virtuosity.
Alas, the connoisseur finds them sadly
lacking in progressivism; they founder and
stumble in the attempt to present them-
selves to the world as twice as big as they
really are.
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Editorial Comments
Support Your Candidate
Although their decision was dissappointing for the rejected
candidate, the SGA acted wisely in backing the 5:00 pm deadline
for all petitions for seats in the student government. A precedent
was established last year when the student government rejected a
petition that was only two minutes late. Obviously, a government
that rules one way one year and another the next is unacceptable.
More important, however, was the example set by the SGA
Election Committee and the SGA. The Election Committee spent
a great deal of time over the weekend trying to resolve fairly the
rejected candidate's appeal. They went to the trouble of asking all
of his opponents in the election if they protested his inclusion.
When one did obiect, the Election Committee did not close the
door on the candidate's face, but appealed to the SGA which in
turn debated and voted on the issue.
The SGA and SGA Election Committee should be congratulated
on their efforts to make the election fair. Their positive attitude
should serve as a good example to the student body they serve.
Good Example
With several important elections approaching, it is surprising that
more students are not involved in campaigning for their can-
didates. The dismal state of both the Young Republicans and
Democrats seems to indicate a widespread political apathy on
campus. Supporting a candidate gives you the opportunity to
learn about political structure on the city, state and national level.
You can also learn a great deal about human nature trying to
persuade someone your candidate is better than theirs. You will
talk to people with widely different backgrounds and concerns.
This is an education not offered in the classroom and to only a
limited extent on campus. Finally, it can be very satisfying to
contribute to a successful campaign.
Granted, the last year has given politics a dirty name, but give
it a chance - it can be educational and rewarding.
Political Commentary—
by Christine A. Leggio
If 1974 is remembered for anything
politically momentous besides the im-
peachment issue, it may be recalled as the
Year of Women in Politics. About 1,200
women in the nation are seeking election to
state legislatures or higher offices, ac-
cording to the Washington-based Women's
Political Caucus, the country's largest
women's political group.
At present, there are no governors or U.S.
senators who are women, The House of
Representatives, with 435 members, in-
cludes only 16 women. Twenty-six women
hold state-wide office and only 441 women
are now serving in state legislatures. It is
virtually impossible to count those who are
candidates for city councils, local school
boards, zoning boards, justices of the peace
or the host of lesser offices in the villages
and cities across America.
Of. all the women candidates, the 55-year-
old daughter of an immigrant baker who
, , settled in Connecticut perhaps best
>., dr&tnaXiae^  the emergence of women in
' si She is Representative Etta Tarn-
The Year Of The Women
bussi Grasso, democratic candidate for
governor who opposes Representative
Robert H. Steele, R—Conn. If elected
governor, Grasso, who is now the odds-in
favorite, would become the nation's highest
ranking woman official not to succeed her
husband in office.
A professional poll taken for the
Democratic Party had shown that Con-
necticut voters were generally sympathetic
to feminist goals. Grasso, a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Mount Holyoke College, was
asked before the primary whether her
gender would become a campaign issue.
"I thought this might have been a factor,
but interestingly, this has not emerged," she
said. "I've talked with thousands of people
since I started my campaign, and I have not
yet seen any indication of rejection because
I am a woman." "I think that one of the
reasons is that I've been around a long
time," she said. "People know me, they
know my capacity for work and my in-
volvement and my interests, and they'll
make their Judgements accordingly."
A two-term Congresswoman, Grasso,
married with two children, won a hard
fought primary election in May against
Attorney General Robert K. Killian. She
built a state-wide reputation and made
many political contacts during her 12 years
as Secretary of State before being elected to
Congress in 1970.
Her successor to that post, Democrat
Gloria Schaffer, 43, is again running for
Secretary of State, the office both parties in
Connecticut usually reserve for women.
Schaffer's Republican opponent is Mrs.
Sally Bolster, a norwalk city council
member. Schaffer believes the women's
movement and "consciousness-raising" has
increued voter acceptibility of women
candidates and helped women themselves
emerge from traditional behind-the-scenes
political roles and onto center stages as
candidates.
The stories of Ella Grasso and Gloria
Schaffer are just two of the hundreds of
political campaign stories now being told
by women candidates, After all the many
years that women have been the toot
soldiers and coffee pourers in the political
ranks, the women in politics movement is
being to emerge from the embryonic stages.
Women no longer are cast into menial jobs
under the direction of men for male can-
didates. Today, they are seeking office
themselves. They are mobilizing their
forces. They are realizing that they make up
the majority of the electorate with nearly 52
per cent. They are uniting to perform the
essential tasks that are crucial for the
election of their sisters.
The test of their success will come in the
fall, and at all levels. But it is primarily at
the local levels where the "Year of Women
in Politics" in American politics is most
likely to happen. Traditional opposition has
been cracked more readily there and as with
any other embryonic political effort, that's
where it has been concentrated. We in
Hartford have a front row seat!
I/Elms Could Bark-
by Martin Kanoff
It seems that people around here go un-
necessarily hard on SAGA. It is true that
people need something to gripe about in
paradise, but some folks here should check
their sources. I mean, have any of you
fought "The Yellow Glob"?
Let me tell you about the Yellow Glob. It
started on a Saturday evening at dinner
when my contact gave me the sign: Do you
want to work Sunday brunch as a cook?
Right then 1 should have known that
something was wrong. The password that
night was: Party in Cook. Foolishly, I gave
the countersign: Yes.
The instructions were as follows: Be sure
that you arrive in the kitchen by 9:00 a.m.
Tell the person in charge that you are to
cook. Follow her every instruction.
should go through with it like a brave soul.
The problem is that my faith believes in a
combined body and saul-the body was able,
but the soul weren't willin'.
After a restless night of apprehensive
thought, Fearless Warrior went to battle. He
filled out his timecard and received his
instructions. He didn't know that his foe
would be the Yellow Glob.
The way you fight the Yellow Glob is very
simple. Once the stove is clean and greased,
you pour out a potful of eggs on the stove and
try to keep it from spilling into the trough
Sags At SAGA
before it has a chance to change to the
scrambled eggs that you are used to seeing
on Sunday morning for brunch. Once a wall
is formed with congealed eggs, more are
poured behind the wall until a sizable
quantity is produced. This goes into the pans
you see behind the counter.
However, talking about is quite easier
than doing it. Dave Meyers said that it was
easy to do and showed me. But standing
there alone over a hot range with 800 people
who wanted eggs NOW is an entirely dif-
ferent matter. At that point, the "eggs
become the Yellow Glob. I was standing
there, slipping on spilled eggs, desperately
trying to beat back that yellow deluge on the
range. I couldn't let it into the trough, I had
to save the school! What would they do
without eggs for Sunday Brunch? It was
pour, scrape, scrape, scrape, breathe, pour
more, scrape, scrape, build a wall, sigh with
relief, move quickly to fill the pans because
more students wanted eggs for Sunday
Brunch.' This went on for two solid hours!
My hand became numb; my brain is numb. I
had to go on; I couldn't disappoint the
public! Finally, I won! I heard the cry go up,
"No.more eggs needed!"
"So take a SAGA to brunch, but remember
the egg man.
Letters To The Editor-
1
 Callous4
To the Editor:
In the previous two issues, the TRIPOD's -
editorial discussed the problem of ad-
missions at Trinity.
Throughout both these discussions, the
TRIPOD editorials demonstrated a degree
of calousness and insensitivity for the issues
seldom seen in a newspaper editorial.
The TRIPOD's claim that Trinity's ad-
mission policy "must... . . hurt either the
female or non-athletic male candidate for
admission" is not only unfounded and un-
warranted, but tryly exemplifies the
TRIPOD's calous consideration of the issue.
Further references to Nietzsche, the
Uber-Mensche, the Super-Student who
excels in the classroom and kicks ass on the
football field, and the alumnus of the class of
'38 further demonstrates the TRIPOD's
insensitive attitude.
The admissions policies at Trinity, like at
any college affected by similar cir-
'Cold'
cumstances, is a sensitive issue. The College
expends much time, energy,, effort,.and
money, not only to insure a distinguished
freshman class each fall, but also to
guarantee^ fairness and equality to those
i n v o l v e d . • , - • • •
The TRlPOD's insensitivity and
calousness reflects these attitudes on those
responsible for writing the editorials.
Furthermore, the editorials are an insult to
the Trinity community, most- especially to
those intimately involved with the ad-
missions issue, whether they be on the
Board of Trustees or working in the ad-
missions office.
In the future, it would do the TRIPOD well
to editorialize with a more concerned and
sensitive attitude or to refrain from those
issues which require more than journalistic
mediocrity.
Cordially,
Tony Piccirillo
To the Editor:
As students living in college housing, we
are dismayed at Buildings and Grounds9
policy regarding heating of the dormitories.
Apparently, no matter what the weather,
Buildings,and Grounds will not turn on the
heat until Oct. 1.
Not only did this policy create un-
comfortable conditions in the dorms during
our. recent September cold spell, but it
created a health hazard for all students,
especially those suffering from colds so
common this time of year.
When the outside temperatures fall to 30
and 34 degrees on consecutive nights and the
college didn't provide heat, we feel the in-
tent, if not the specifics, of the housing
agreement has been violated.
The absurdity of the situation is further
demonstrated by the fact that the air con-
ditioning remains on in both the McCook
building and the Austin Arts Center.
We only hope that immediate action is
taken to alter this innane policy even tnougn
its current effects have passed.
Sincerely.
RossLewin
David Mahder
David Rosen
Peter Van Syckle
Ed Note-
According to Riel Crandall director
of Buildings and Grounds, heating
facilities are not turned on until Oct. h
unless a cold spell persists for an ex-
tended period of time.Furthermore,air
conditioning in the McCook building
and Austin Arts Center is not turned ojj
until Oct. 1 because the design of tne
buildings is such that air conditioning
or heating must be in use at all times.
Theswitchover requires too much time
to be implemented for a short coia
spell, ._
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More Comments
A Lawyer's View
Reflections On The Myths And Mystique Of Law
And The Legal Profession
(Mr. Lips is Assistant to President Lock-
wood, He is a graduate of Harvard Law
School and practiced with a San Francisco
law firm before coming to Trinity).
In the slightly more than one year that I
have been at Trinity College, I have had the
opportunity to talk with a number of
students about an apparently unnerving yet
highly sought-after objective: law school
and the legal profession.' I want to share
some thoughts and impressions with those
students considering - even remotely - ap-
plication to law school and a possible
vocation in law. My interest in doing so is
prompted by a concern I have that Trinity
students, like many of their peers, are
decidely misinformed or uninformed about
law school and the practice of law. In
discussing each, I hope to put the existing
mystique in perspective and the many
myths to rest. Clearly, this is no small task.
Pursuing Law School
Law school has become a popular, and
thus competitive, pursuit for college
graduates. Even the more mediocre law
schools now delight in quoting application:
acceptance ratios which suggest seemingly
insurmountable admission odds. Perhaps as
a result of such inaccurate boasting, far too
many Trinity students hold the mistaken
impression that admission to a reputable
law school is beyond their reach. A review of
Trinity students' recent record in law school
admissions confirms quite the opposite:
very few colleges can demonstrate a record
that surpasses that of Trinity. Last year, for
example, the percentage of Trinity ap-
plicants receiving favorable responses far
exceeded the national average, and ac-
ceptances were granted by a number of the
most competitive law schools in the country,
including, for example, Columbia, Stanford,
Hatvard, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Cornell,
and Duke. All too often, I have felt com-
pelled to adjust a Trinity applicant's sights
higher, rather than lower (which is the
prevailing necessity.), and convince that
student that a particular law school was a
clear possibility rather than a virtual im-
possibility. (This is particularly the case
with the student having a high grade point
average but a low Law Board score. Con-
trary to popular assumptions, there are no
magic statistical barriers that must be
attained for admission.)*
False impressions also exist among many
Trinity students concerning the atmosphere
of law school, no doubt a result of horror
tales told by graduates immersed in first-
year trauma and of undergraduate viewing
of The Paper Chase. Having spent three
years at the scene of The Paper Chase and
emerging intact from the class of the in-
structor on whom the notorious Professor
Kingsfield was based, I offer these ob-
servations: -._••_
1. The competitiveness and back-stabbing
portrayed in The Paper Chase are a gross
exaggeration of reality. Law schools and the
students who populate them, I assure you,
are far more humane.
2. While the classroom environment of
The Paper Chase is an accurate depiction of
first-year reality, the second and third years
(not part of The Paper Chase) contrast
sharply, being much more relaxed and
tolerable.
3. While instructors like Professor
Kingsfield very definitely do exist, they are
a decided minority among law school
faculties.
I should temper these remarks by
suggesting that law school is a competitive,
pressurized, demanding experience. But it
is not sheer drudgery. For myself, the last
two years (but not the first) represented the
most enjoyable and satisfying academic
experience I have encountered, and I am
confident that many other graduates share
this observation. At almost all law schools,
attrition through grades is virtually nil, The
classroom environment and thinking
process will be entirely different from what
most first-year students have previously
encountered. Perhaps the most repeated
remark among those students will be that
"law school has taught me how to think." If
the student is willing to accept an un-
commonly large dose of intensive reading,
demanding exams, unrelenting pressure,
and sporadic1 classroom humiliation, I
contend he or she will receive an invaluable
education and the most flexible graduate
degree obtainable.
Opens Alternatives
But what after law school? A major
complaint I have about law school
placement - and the students and placement
officers who participate in that difficult task
of selecting a vocation - is that surprisingly
little constructive imagination and thought
is devoted to such an important process. Too
often, the "system" only suggests to
students the one obvious route: association
with a law firm. For most students, this is
the clear objective. But for others, it may
not be and very well should not be. All to
frequently, however, employment with a
firm is the only alternative considered. An
astonishingly large number of lawyers
eventually leave the law firm environment -
)ften dissatisfied - for positions in govern-
ment, business, industry, education, the
inancial community, and other fields. A
egal education lends itself to a host of
jrofessions, and one does not have to be a
practicing attorney to .put it to good use, I
am continually amazed that people who are
taught logical thought are so illogical and
unimaginative in considering employment.
There are many things that a law school
graduate is qualified to do aboye and beyond
the practice of law on the fortieth floor.
Mystique Spurs Popularity
Perhaps the primary reason for the
popularity of law school and the singular
desire to enter firm practice is the mystique
associated with the profession. I would
almost contend that the producers of
television programs glorifying the lawyer
are engaging in false advertising. The
practice of law, except in some rare cases,
is not glamor but hard work, not excitement
but unrelenting pressure, not saving a client
from the clutches of evil but easing it
through bankruptcy. As a former associate
of mine in San Francisco so eloquently put
it, "the profession of law is a grimy
business." Grimy business or not, there are
many lawyers who enjoy their work im-
mensely. But characteristically, this en-
joyment only comes when one recognizes
what the practice of law is and what it is not.
For many young attorneys, disillusionment
arrives early. -
Myths Deceive
There is another myth gaining credence:
that the legal profession is becoming
saturated. This is not the case. The business
of law is probably one of the nation's more
stable industries. Whether the economy is
booming or crumbling, there is a need for
lawyers; a corporation needs legal
assistance for a liquidation as well as for an
acquisition. Moreover, there has not been a
significant expansion in the number and
enrollments of law schools over the last
decade. The demand remains strong and the
market healthy. Law school graduates
continue to obtain responsible and
remunerative work. However, the graduate
of the prestigious school remains in a much
stronger position than those from the less
reputed school. The latter will find em-
ployment opportunities to be much more
limited, and thus the law school applicant
should bear in mind that graduation from a
less recognized law school in many cases
does not produce the desired employment.
There are, of course, exceptions to this
generalization. In many instances, a person
may find opportunities available upon
graduation from a regional law scheol to be
as great as or greater than from a national
school if he seeks a position in that par-
ticular area.
Decisions regarding graduate education
are among the most critical that a person
will make in a life time. They require
sophisticated thought and-an honest un-
derstanding of the potential consequences.
Moreover, advanced work demands a
screening of talent and an assessment of
real interest - not to make a select company
of students but to help individuals determine
the level of their own ability and com-
mitments. An alarming number of law
school applicants, at Trinity and elsewhere,
have not given the decision to enter law
school the degree of thought and un-
derstanding that it demands. In many cases,
it would be more appropriate and satisfying
if the applicant selected some other alter-
native. For example, the applicant may find
that while he could gain admission to only a
mediocre law school, he would likely be
admitted to a highly regarded business
school, for which the competition is less
severe and from which the vocational op-
portunities may be much greater.
Seek Pre-Law Advisors
I am persuaded that there are people and
counseling services at Trinity which can
provide the student with a good framework
for making such important decisions.
Specifically, I should reference the Pre-Law
Advisory Committee chaired by Mrs. Paula
Robbins, Director of Career Counseling, and
including Professors Sloan and Reilly and
myself. This Committee was created to
assist students in their consideration of and •••
application to law school. Each member is
available to meet with interested students
and to discuss those subjects which should
be explored regarding the education and the
vocational opportunities: undergraduate
preparation, application mechanics,
selection of school, career interest, and so
forth. If the student so chooses, the Com-
mittee will thoroughly review the ap-
plicant's file and develop a composite letter
of information about that student, including
reference letters and evaluation, which is
then forwarded to the law schools to which
admission is sought. Trinity was one of the
first schools to adopt such an approach and
there is no doubt that the composite letter
has benefitled both the law schools and the
students. Many undergraduate institutions
have how duplicated the procedure. The
availability of a Pre-Law Advisory Com-
mittee and its resources if fairly'unique to
schools of Trinity's size and quality I can
only urge students considering law school to
seek out these people and services and use
them. Don't pursue admission to law school
because you've heard third-hand that it's a
good thing to do. Don't dismiss law school
because somewhere someone told you that
you can't get in. And if you've seen The
Paper Chase, forget that you have. If you
nave not and want to, partake of alcoholic
refreshment both before and after.
'Regrettably, Law School Admission Test
scores remain the primary statistical factor
for admission to many law schools.
Feiffer
MR. Pf?5/P
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Religious Groups Reach Out to Campus Community
: % ' •
Chapel Sponsors
lolerfaith
Action Group
by Mellsse Everett
Chapel-sponsored activities this year will
include an interfaith community action
group, several "open idea marketplaces",
and monthly ecumenical services for all
participants in the Greater Hartford
Campus Ministry, said Mark Henrickson,
'77, Chapel Committee president.
Alan C. Tull Chaplain of the college said
the point of the activities is "people on
campus saying, feeling, and doing things to
move the Christian community".
Henrickson said the Community action
groupoffersan "on-demandsocial work" and
is sponsored by the Chapel Committee in
conjunction with Hillel, the Trinity Christian
Fellowship, the Newman Apostolate, and
the Office of Community Affairs."
Henrickson said the idea marketplaces
will continue in last year's format. Topics
will include Christian Marxism and
Christian Sexuality.
Monthly ecumenical services will be held
the third Tuesday of the month in the
Chapel, Henrickson announced. He said
"Students will plan and participate in these
services, with guest clergy and students
officiating. Tull said a varied list of
speakers is planned. "Trinity College has
enduring friends around the world," he
remarked. Tull called the services an at-
tempt by people in higher education to reach
the Greater Hartford Community.
Tull said the Chapel is encouraging at-
tendance by students from other local
colleges. The Greater Hartford Educational
Consortium Minibus will transport those
interested, He noted that "The Trinity
Chapel is the only real student church in the
city of Hartford."
Activities are co-ordinated by the Chapel
Committee and by what Tull calls "para-
ChapelCammittcegroups". These include the
lay readers, acolytes, ushers, erueifers,
earrilloneurs, and singers. All these groups
ate open
 (t<> the general student body, he
by Shcryl Ch-fv.nhifra
There is ltd Human Catholic organisation
on campus at present, since the Newman
Apostolato disbanded a few years ago,
according to Donald Romanik '76
spokesman for the Roman Catholics on
campus. Catholic students presently join
together for weekly Eucharist services.
Father Lonergan, the Catholic Chaplain
on campus, does not sense a real need for a
separate formal Catholic organization. He
cited three reasons for this belief - classes
and programs conducted by the Religion
Department which meet the needs of
Catholic students; the existence of the
Chapel Committee which has Roman
Catholic members; and basic satisfaction
with the weekly Catholic Eucharist.
Lonergan said he feels that the reason for
the disbanding of the former Newman group
was simply a lack of need for it. "If I thought
students really wanted a Catholic
organization, we would have one," added
Lonergan, stressing that he wanted to meet
the requests of Trinity students.
Avoids Elitism
Lonergan pointed out that the lack of
Catholic separatism runs contrary to many
trends in today's society, especially on
campuses. He said he found it a curious
phenomenon that while groups such as
Jewish and black students are searching for
greater formal unity, Catholics are ap-
parently not. Lonergan, said however, that
Catholic identity on campus is clearly
retained through the informal Sunday
service in the Faculty Lounge, to which
students warmly respond.
"Being an active Christian should bring
you closer to the Trinity communty, instead
of narrowing you into Christian elitism and
alienating the rest of campus", responded
Romanik.
Romanik said that the former Newman
organization dissolved because of the
bureaucratic problems of the "self- per-
petuating" organization it had become. He
stressed that bureaucracy often becomes an
obstacle to the basic goal of an organization,
in this case, the spreading of Christian
awareness. Romanik pointed out that the
objective of a religious organization on
campus should be to create a strong feeling
of community, not to alienate people or to
turn away sincere believers through
bureaucracy and pettiness.
Romanik stated that at this time "the
Chapel Committee is the logical group to
initiate a program to bear Christian witness
in the community." He claims that there is
no need to create a Catholic "elite" on
campus, that Catholics should work within
the system of the Chapel. Committee and the
Christian Fellowship to create a real
Christian Community.
Ilo-examines Goals
A.s a solution to the proMems inherent in a
ItureiiiKTiitic group, homanik KUgj.'.e.'iU'd
that iiny such organization re-examine its
• goals and values; in organized Christian
activity and its "purpose for being." He
noted that plans for ecumenical pro^i-ama
are a positive step toward arriving at a
solution to the alienating nature of some
buraucratic organizations. When asked
whether his opinions reflect those of most
Catholic students on campus, Romanik
replied that most students are basically
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contented with their participation in the
weekly Sunday Mass. But he added that his
opinion represents those interested in
greater Christian awareness on campus.
Commenting on Catholic participation in
the Chapel Committee, Chaplain Tull stated"
that the ecumenical nature of the committee
is working well. He stated that,
"Ecumenicalism is not non-
denominationalism; it doesn't ignore dif-
ferences, but stresses basic community."
Both Tull and Lonergan stressed the close
interaction that they and their groups have
with each other.
"Insofar as Roman Catholics have par-
tisan needs, only they can articulate these",
said Tull. He stated that a decision to
develop a formal Catholic organization must
be left to the segment of students it con-
cerns. There are no apparent plans for the
formation of a formal Catholic institution at
this time.
HilleS Expands
Activities List
by Reginald Gibson
"The Trinity chapter of the Hillel Society
is an organization for Jewish cultural,
spiritual, educational, and political in-
terests", remarked Dan Kelman, Hillell
treasurer. This year, Hillel's burgeoning list
of activities include services, a free
university, kosher and non-kosher dinners,
Israeli dancing and construction of a succa.
Among Hillel's traditional activities is the
offering of Shabbos services each Friday
evening, according to Ann Weiss, Hillel
advisor. In response to members' requests,
there are two kinds of services, noted Weiss.
A Hebrew service is held in the Hillel House,
while the English service is held in Goodwin
Lounge, after which the Hillel House holds a
kosher Shabbat dinner. The dinners are
"very relaxed," remarks Chip Rome, Hillel
vice-president.
Teach Free Courses
One of the more important items on the
agenda for Hillel this year is the "free
university," noted Rome. It will offer non-
credit, free courses to the communtity in
such areas as Yiddish, Hebrew, and con-
temporary Jewish thought, and will sponsor
speakers on a regular basis. These activities
are purtty aimed a! involving Trinity JliJlel
with l;h<> Hartford community, remarked
Rome.
Regular Hillel activities include Israeli
Dancing on Wednesday evenings and
contraction of a Succah each year. The
Succah explained Rome, is a small struc-
ture built at the Jewish holiday of the
Succoth or celebration of the autumn har-
vest. Hillel is sponsoring a brunch at the
Succah on October 6, in conjunction with the
Chapel, Rome added.
Other upcoming Hillel activities include a
treif (non-kosher) shabbos dinner on
Friday, October 18 in Hamlin Hall, open to
every holder of a Trinity meal-ticket, and a
trip to Mystic Seaport on Sunday, October
20. Those interested are urged to contact
Hillel House at extention 464, said Rome,
Some proposals have been made to get
Hillel more involved in the Hartford Jewish
community, noted Rome. One suggestion,
similar to a program carried out last year,
involves Hillel members attending dinner at
the home of West Hartford families, and
convening at one home later in the evening.
The possibility of extending these visits
through a weekend has been discussed.
Urge involvement
Rome also noted that Hillel has an advisor
this year, Ann Weiss. He urged that those
with questions concerning the Trinity Hillel
visit her in the choir office at the chapel on
Mondays and Thursdays. Ann Weiss; ad-
viser to Hillel, described her duties as those
of a "resource person" and "jack of all
trades". She pointed out that Hillel mem-
bers find that the organization presents "a
nice way to meet people."
Rome expressed concern at the fact that
people tend to "shy away from Hillel"
because of "preconceived ideas that aren't
justified". He emphasized that "Hillel will
be what we make it".
T C P Shares
Bible; Experiences
by Eileen Bristaw
The Trinity Christian Fellowship (TCF) is
a group of students and members of the
Hartford community who meet to share and
celebrate their belief in Jesus Christ ac-
cording to Gordon Burkett, '76, mediator of
the group. Meetings are held in Alumni
Lounge every Thursday evening at 9 p.m,
for Bible study, prayer, and sharing of
personal experiences. Burkett noted las
year the TCF became affiliated with Inter-
Varsity Christian Fellowship an
organization of campus Christian
fellowships throughout the nation.
This year the TCF will form smaller
"action groups", a system recommended by
Splits Leadership
Inter-Varsity to" enable to TCF greater
personal outreach, explained Burkett
These groups of 5-12 people will meet on a
weekly basis for Bible study, sharing and
active involvement in the campus and urban
communities.
The leadership of the Fellowship is
divided into two parts: Burkett is the
mediator or "spiritual leader" of the group
while Sam Thayer, '77, is administrative
liaison with the college. This latter position
is necessary because the TCF receives
funding from the SAC.
For Christians, Burkett said, the TCF has
provided "a place for them to come together
and share on a personal level what it means
to be a Christian at Trinity,"
But, he added, there has been a growing
awareness among Christians everywhere
"of the demands of Christ that we minister
to everyone, non-Christian as well as
Christian, in a physical, emotional, and
spiritual sense. We're trying to turn our-
selves out to the community, both to share
the Good News of what Christ can do in
men's hearts and to attempt to demonstrate
the love that was exemplified in His life."
He stressed that the goal of the Fellowship
is to "try to learn what is meant by
demonstrating Christ's love.
Retreat to Coventry
Other activities and services for the TCF
this semester include a retreat at the
Coventry House in Coventry, Connecticut
the weekend of October 18-20, a public
lending library, visits to homes for the
elderly in the Hartford area, and op-
portunities for involvement in physical
therapy and swimming programs for the
handicapped. The TCF booktable, con-
tinuing this year in the basement of Mather
Hall by the post office, will not only provide
an opportunity where one may browse and
purchase books influential in the life of a
Christian, but a place where people may
share views and ask questions,
Enrollment , , . From Pg, 3
population has also been declining. In I960
New England represented 5.85% of 'he
population of thn United States but had
enrolled within the region's institutions of
higher education (i.(U% of the national
student population. In 1973 New England s
share of the total population had slipped !o
an estamated 5.79% while its share of the
national student market had decreased a a
slightly more rapid rate to 6.44%.
The protracted outlook, given the current
picture and trends over the past decade is
far from certain, according to the article,
Future trends in enrollment have been
largely determined by current and past
birth rates. However, skill level demands in
economy, cost factors, pricing decisions and
changes in the political mileu can all the
affect in the trend in higher education
enrollment.
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Brennan On
Politics
James "Buddy" Brennan, candidate for
U.S. Senator, will be the first in a series of
candidates to speak at Trinity College.
Brennan will speak Tuesday, October 1st, in
Wean Lounge at noon. This political series is
sponsored by Trinity's Political Science
Department in conjunction with Professor
Clyde D. McKee's freshmen seminar class.
The candidates will present some of the
issues, his or her own views on these issues,
and then will entertain questions from the
audience. All Trinity students as well as the
general public are encouraged to attend.
in the annual Biology Seminar Series. His
topic will be "Regeneration in Mammals".
Gross is an internationally known biologist
who has published extensively in the field of
developmental biology. His primary
research interests have focused upon the
mechanisms which regulate the
regeneration of lost or damaged organs and
tissues in animals.
The seminar will be held in room 134 of the
Life Sciences Center at 4:10 p.m. on
Tuesday, Oct. 1.
October 2
Mace On
Piaget
Goss On
Biology
William Mace, psychology professor, will
give a lecture entitled "Piaget and
Educational Discovery," tomorrow at 7:30
p.m., in McCook Auditorium.
Mace explained that his leccure will
"primarily be directed to teachers in the
area who've heard of Piaget but don't know
Dr. Richard Goss, Professor of Biology at
Brown University, will be the first speaker
Female Koomates
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ford.
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evenings
much about him. Jean Piaget is a well-
known theorist of children's education.
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feature writer needed
to produce fresh, in-depth stories on person-
alities, social issues and environmental and.
political topics for a weekly newspaper in
Plainville, Conn. By assignment, one story a
week.
Person must own and handle well a 35 mm or
larger format camera for complementary photo-
graphy.
Good pay, wide exposure, top work
experience. Call Leonard Reed, editor, at
628-9611 after 12:00 noon.
Mace is speaking at the request of the
Hartford Association for the Education of
Young Children. Mace teaches several
courses which include studies of Piaget's
theories,
October 9
Rowse On The
English
Renaisiance
The foremost authority on Tudor England
will give a public lectwe on "Italian In-
fluence on the English Renaissance" at 8
p.m. Wednesday, October 9 in the James
Lippincott Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts
Center, at Trinity College. The free lecture
is sponsored by the Department of History
at the College.
The speaker, Dr. A. L. Rowse, is a native
of Cornwall and is the author of more than 25
books. His writings include "The England of
Couple wanted to share my apartment. Own
large room. Not too expensive. Must be
reasonably clean and perhaps willing to
share responsibilities (cooking etc.). Nice
South End neighborhood. 15 minute walk
from Trinity. Peter: 527-3032.
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Elizabeth", "The Expansion of Elizabethan
England", and "Sir Richard and the
Revenge", an important contribution to
naval history.
Rowse has also written about the Chur-
chills. His "Early Churchills", and "Later
Churchills" are the standard histories of
that family. He has travelled widely in the
United States and has contributed to
American social history through his
"Cornish in America".
October 10
Tobin On
The Economy
Dr. James Tobin, Sterling Professor of
Economics at Yale University, will speak on
the topic "Inflation and Current Economic
Policy" at a free public lecture to be held at
8 p.m. Thursday, October 10 in the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center at Trinity
College.
His talk, which is sponsored by the
Department of Economics, is the annual
Mead Lecture in economies. Other Mead
Lectures are given annually in the fields of
political science and history.
Tobin has been affiliated with Yale since
1950, and was Director of the Cowles
Foundation for Research in Economics
from 1955 to 1961. He served in the Ken-
nedy Administration during 1961 and 1962 as
a member of the Council of Economics
Advisors.
Currently Chairman of the Department of
Economics at Yale, he previously held that
post from 1968 to 1969 and was a visiting
professor at the University of Nairobi,
Kenya, from 1972 to 1973.
Tobin is the author of "National Economic
Policy" and "Essays In Economics, Vol. I,
Macro-Economics." He is the co-author of
"The American Business Creed" and has
contributed numerous articles to various
professional journals, including The New
Republic, Journal of Law and Economics,
Quarterly Journal of Economics, and
Business and Society Review.
•»< • •» • •» • •» &4&>-&-& » • <fr-»^<»-»^ H»^»»*» <»»«> • - » » » • »"»«»»*fr^»<
MATHER HALL BOARD OF GOVERNORS
presents
A L E C T U R E By ABC White House Correspondent
Tom Jarriel
on
'Transitions in Washington"
TUESDAY EVENING, OCT. 8, AT 7:15 P.M.
AT FERRIS ATHLETIC CENTER
Tickets At The Door; With Trinity I.D.
$1.50 Public $2.00
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Announcements
English 241
People intending to take English 241,
"Popular Culture in the 30's" next semester,
should make a point of watching the Master-
piece Theater Production of Dorothy Sayers'
Murder Must Advertise starting this Sunday,
October 4th at 9 P.M. on CPTV, channel 24.
Also watch for the Cinestudio showing of The
Big Sleep.
Term Off Jobs: Watson Fellowship Rome Campus
Full-time employment for a term off from
Trinity is available. Further information on
jobs available, possible rates of pay and the
procedure to apply may be obtained from Dean
Winslow, Office of Educational Services.
All materials to apply for Watson Traveling
Fellowships must be turned in to the Office of
Educational Services (Dean Winslow) on or
before Wednesday, Oct. 2. Materials must be in
five copies.
The United Way Study In France
AIESEC
AIESEC-Trinity, the International
Organization for Students in Economics and
Business, is having important meetings on
Wednesday, Oct. 2, at 7:30 p.m. and Thursday,
Oct. 3, at 4:15 p.m. in the Senate Room of
Mather Hal). All members must attend one of
the meetings. The solicitation procedure will be
demonstrated and all other upcoming events
will be discussed.
Angela Davis
Angela Davis, well known black activist, wiil
speak at the G. Fox building, Wednesday af-
ternoon October 2, 1974,
The United Way of Greater Hartford raises
money to support about 70 social service
agencies. Tr ini ty faculty, administrat ion,
students and staff participate each year. This
year's drive will start on Oct. 7. Students in-
terested in helping organize an effort among
students are urged to see Dean Winslow as soon
as possible.
Nursing Home
If you have had any experience working In a
nursing home in the Hartford area, the Con-
necticut Public Interest Research Group (Conn
PIRG) would like to talk with you. Please call
the ConnPIRG office at 525-9326, and ask for
Steve, the Director.
You are invited to an Informal Discussion of
Study in Prance, Wednesday, 16 October 1974 •
4:00 p.m. Alumni Lounge of Mather Campus
Center.
If you are planning (or even considering)
Study In France come to meet Trinity students
who have spent a term or a year in France.
Hear their reactions to various programs;
talk with Trinity French faculty a£out op-
portunities. Appropriate refreshments.
This Is an open meeting: anyone interested Is
welcome.
Career Counseling
The Cctreer Counseling Office has moved
from Downes to 70 Vernon Street, third floor.^
Community Involvement
Trinity students applying for TC/Rc for
spring 1975 are asked to apply by Tuesday oct
22. Materials are available in the office of
Educational Services (Dean Winslow).
Student-Taught
Courses
Any student who wishes to offer a Student-
Taught Course in the Trinity Term, 1974-75,
must submit a proposal to the Curriculum
Committee by October 16. Consult the College
Handbook (pp. 60-62) and Professor Gettier,
Coordinator of Student-Taught Courses.
Cheap Tickets
The World Football League wishes to in-
troduce college students to the New York Stars
on the "college night" game against the
Southern California Sun on October 30th at 8
p.m. $9.00 seats are being offered to students
for $5.00 and $5.00 seats are being offered at
$3.00. If you are interested, contact Joe
Mangione at (212) 355-1213.
As the year goes on, more and more
agencies within the Hartford community
contact the Office of Community Affairs
asking for assistance in a variety of ac-
tivities.
As a college community, Trinity, as well
as other schools, aids the community with
its resources. Trinity's Office of Community
Affairs attempts to utilize the resources we
have which will prove beneficial to those of
us at Trinity and also will benefit Hartford
as a community.
There is a great need in some agencies in
Hartford, which for the most part are under-
funded and under-staffed. The gap which
exists between demand and supply of
resources can be closed through the use of
volunteers. On a daily basis, I, Major
, Capetsv and Tern CoUado are placing
students witMn many community agencies.
If you are interested in bringing some of
your skills and talents to the aid of those
individuals who would benefit the most,
please contact the Office of Community
Affairs.
For more information, contact: Terri
Collado, phone: 527-9828, Box 70; Major
Capers, phone: 246-0395, Box 1538; or Ivan
Backer, phone: extension 310, Math-Physics
Center, Room 326.
As of September 27, new information has
been posted on the bulletin board adjacent to
the post office.
1) Opportunity—in Psychology and
Sociology at the WHITING F-ORENSIC
INSTITUTE. The institute needs volunteers.
There is even possible Trinity credit!
"There are people existing in institutions,
living without many basic human needs.
They haven't the money to secure freedom
or the social prestige to avoid trial like
many others in our society. They are the
ones who pay."
The program offers "first hand ex-
perience with mental illness as well as a
chance to explore one's own capabilities".
8 to 12, for 2 to 3 nours per week. Club group
advisors or skill leaders for other interest
groups are needed. Your interest and skill in
arts and crafts, drama, sewing, recreation
activities, camping can all be put to good
use in this setting.
If you are interested in more information
or working with a group of this type, please
contact Carl Brown, Program Supervisor,
or Peter Wolchowski, Children's Services
Director, 522-2129.
3) CBT Tutorial Program—Every
Tuesday, from 5:30 to 7:00, a tutoring
program for North Hartford children of
Male and female volunteers are needed and
transportation can be provided.
If interested, contact: Marc Pappas, Box
285, 1-224-7910 or Nancy Sargon, Box 421.
2) Mitchell House is a neighborhood
center in the Frog Hollow area of Hartford
located on Lawrence Street within walking
distance of Trinity College. Volunteers are
needed to work with groups of children, ages
various ages is conducted at Bulkeley High
School, 300 Wethersfieki Avenue, sponsored
bjf CBT. iryfitf ^otftd 1itas to volunteer for
tutoring in cms program or help to set up and
organize books and other instructional
materials for the program, please contact
during the day, John Parker at 565-8460;
evenings, Anna Alston, 249-0522.
4) Volunteer Tutor—tutor needed for an
adult woman, basically in math, reading,
English, completing high school program
for as many hours per week as possible. If
interested, please contact: Mrs. Jurlean
Thomas at 1994 Main Street, Apt. 11, 522-
2935.
5) Clifford House—Ten resident boys,
aged 14-17, some referred by juvenile court
and others by the State Welfare Depart-
ment, live in this house. Opportunity to enter
into personal companion- type relationships
through tutoring and recreational activities.
For more information, contact: Roland
Chasse, MS Collins Street, 527-0662.
Gogne's
Florist
843 Park St., Hartford
M0N. - SAT. 8 am. - 5:30 p.m.
THURS..FRI. 'TILL 9 p.m.
This Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Cash & Carry Special
HANGING PLANTS
$5.50 en.
WHITE & YELLOW DAISIES
$1.60 dhz.
TEL 247-2101
Looking for a young woman with good to excellent background in
Organic and Inorganic Chemistry, biological and general sciences.
Must have good reading and perceptual ability. SPECIAL PROJECT
pays $60.00 for one (1) day's work. Call Margo 621-2447.
SPRING SEMESTER - ISRAEL
Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute
(Year Program, Fall Term only, or Spring Term onl't).
Applications now being accepted for Spring Tenn 1975
Juniors and Seniors eligible
Beginning knowledge of Hebrew required
Earn 16 credits for the semester - i» -
Financial Aid available
Application Deadline: November 15
For Information write:
The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
GOOD
FOOD
organic foods
herbs, fresh
produce
227 Sisson HHU.
236-100$
"A MOVIE TO MAKE YOU REMEMBER YOUR OWN
LOVES, WHATEVEFl YOUR PARTNER PREFERENCES
in eye-opener and a heart opener."
- Norma Mclain Stoop, AFTER DARK
"SENSITIVE AND REALISTIC IN ITS APPROACH...
IMPRESSIVELY NATURAL."
- A. H. Weiler, N. Y. TIMES
David & Jason's relationship...
it's the same only different.
VERYALL SHOWS
Shown at
7:30
9:00
A CHRISTOPHER LARK1N FILM
Starring Robert Joel. Curt Gareth & Bo White.
Produced by Montage Creations
Released by New Line Cinema in Technicolor. ®
GINEMACITY
^ r - m T 1
WOCKgH RECUMtH CHAiRS-TEL.M9-O030||BRAINARD RO AT 1-91 HARTFORD
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Photo by Steve Roberts
Running back Bob Murenia evades an Ephman defender
as he picks up yardage during last Saturday's tilt. Gerry
LaPlante (50) looks for a block.
Frosh Over Williams, 3-1
by Kenny Grossman
Coming off a string of three consecutive
scrimmage victories against Loomis,
Kingswood, and Suffield, all traditionally
strong New England prep schools, the
Freshman Soccer Team continued their
winning ways Saturday with a 3-1 victory
over a tough Williams team.
Williams won the opening toss and elected
to have the wind at their backs for the first
half. Coach Shults said after the game that
Trinity's ability to dominate the first half
despite a substantial wind blowing against
them was the key to the victory.
The Frosh defense was tight and stingy as
Fullbacks Bill Dodge, Mike Kluger, and
Randy Pearsall used their good speed to
intercept fairly sharp passing by the
Williams front line and then boot the ball
dovrofield. Goalies Alec Waugh and Clay
Csflsy played a half each and both were
steady, sure-handed, quick, and good
punters. Coach Shults said that he was
equally pleased with their performances
and that he was glad to have two goalies he
could rely on with so much confidence.
The starting half-back line of Aaron
Thompson, Peyton Fleming, and Tom
Lenahan played well in clearing the ball
from the mid-field area. Each of them also
appeared very capable of dribbling down
into the Williams end and setting up scoring
opportunities for the forwards. Wings Whit
Mack and Stephen Feid played unselfish
Soccer as they regularly sent the ball into
the middle of the field for the halfbacks and
insides whenever they didn't have the shots
themselves. Consequently, our halfbacks
and front line were able to keep the action in
the Williams end for the majority of the
game.
Williams scored first as the Trinity
defense became a little over-anxious and
crowded towards the Williams end where
most of the action was. With the defense out
of position, Williams suddenly cleared the
ball way down field. A footrace ensued
between Williams' Fribourg and Trinity
Fullback Mike Kluger, with Fribourg
reaching the ball first after they had both
sprinted half the length of the field.
Fnbourg kicked a hard roller from about 25
yards on the right side into the far left
corner of the net, the ball just evading the
diving effort of goalie Alec Waugh who
nearly made an incredible save of a perfect
shot.
The Williams goal apparently inspired the
already hard working' Frosh to apply even
more pressure. Halfback Tom Lenahan
dribbled the ball half the length of the field
from his halfback position to the Williams
net area before lobbing a pass into forward
Gene Ko who controlled the ball for a few
seconds and then took a shot which ap-
peared to bounce off a defenseman's foot,
before going high in the air over the goalies
head.
The Frosh continued the pressure and got
many shots on goal and corner kicks as a
result, but could not score again until
reserve forward Steve Titus' hard bouncing
shot from about 30 yards out went through
the Williams goalie's arms when he couldn't
find the handle on it. The half ended with
Trinity leading 2-1, having out
The Frosh continued the pressure and got
many shots on goal and corner kicks as a
result, but could not score again until
reserve forward Steve Titus' hard bouncing
shot fronr about 30 yards out went through
the Williams goalie's arms when he couldn't
find the handle on it. The half ended with
Trinity leading 2-1, having outshot Williams
sixteen to seven.
Trinity continued to dominate the action
in the second half, but the pace of the game
appeared slower as both squads were ob-
viously tired. The lone score of the second
half came when wing Stephen Feid lofted
what appeared to be a pass into the Williams
net area. His shot?, pass?, travelled in a
high curving arc for about 25 yards before
ending up in the upper right corner of the
Williams net barely eluding the outstretch
arms'of the Williams goalie.
The only dark spot in the 3-1 victory was a
knee injury to co-captain and starting
fullback Bill Dodge. Hopefully he won't be
out of action very long, as he's a. valuable
member of the team.
The next Freshman Soccer game is
tomorrow, at the Coast Guard Academy in
New London, about 45 minutes away by cau.
If you like spirited, competitive, talented
soccer, come out and see the Frosh win!
Ducks Dunk Brown
Fall to Yale
by Superduck
In four games last week the Trinity Water
Polo Team played against: University of
Rhode Island, University of Massachusetts,
Brown and Yale. The first game against the
men from U.R.I, was a solid victory in favor
of the Ducks with a 17-9 margin. Dave
Teichmann led all scorers in this contest with
8 goals, Bill Brown with 4 tallies, Bob Meyer
with 2 scores and Kent Reilly, Jim Bradt
and Mike O'Brien each contributing solo
shots. The victory away was a well-played
game and some fine talents were displayed.
The game against the U. of Mass, squad
was played at home before a large crowd at
Trowbridge Pool and was very exciting and
unusually high-scoring, with some 44 goals
being scored by night's end. The Mass men
swept to an early half-time lead of 16-9
before the Trinity swimmers started to
come back. At the end of the third quarter it
was 20-12. In the final period the Ducks
stormed back to close the gap to an eventual
loss of 24-20 behind some fine playing by the
middle defensemen Jim Bradt, Rob Meyer
and Kent Reilly and the shots of Dave Teich-
mann and Bill Brown. The high scorer for
the contest was Teichmann with 11 goals
followed by Brown and Steve Berghausen
with three each, Meyer with two and Reils
with one.
The weekend saw the coming of the
prestigious Yale-Brown tournament in
Providence, R. I. at the campus of Brown
Univ. The Ducks were to play Brown in the
morning and the Elis at night.
Trinity got off to a good start and was
playing heads-up ball control with a strong
passing game and fine defensive play by the
starting line of Bad Man, Jerk and
Bridgeport Fats. The forward line, con-
sisting of Reich, Brownie and Iceberg, kept
the little yellow ball in the offensive end of
the tank for the whole first quarter and by
quarters' end it was 3-1 in favor of Trinity
with Reichmann burning the goalie three
times on fine team efforts. The second
quarter was much the same as the Ducks
held on for a 5-3 half-time lead, tallies
coming from Jerk Reils and Brownie on
classic net-slicers. Action in the third
quarter wao once again mostly initiated by
the Ducks as Reils popped once and Reich
slammed twice for scores, Brown picking up
but two goals. In the final period of play the
opposition picked up two tallies but it was
not enough as Trinity had beaten Brown at
home in their new 50 meter swim complex
by a score of 8-7.
The night contest saw Trinity take on
Yale, who had been beaten earlier by the
same Brown team as above, playing a hard
fought contest. Action in the first half was
very even as Yale and Trin each scored four
goals apiece. Ducks to score in the first half
included freshman Iceberg's one and
Teich's two with a tally from Bill Brown. In
the third quarter Yale capitalized on
numerous Trinity miscues and scored seven
goals to our none. Trinmen Brownie and
Meyer each popped for scores in the final
period to Yale's one, but the damage had
been done as Yale defeated the Ducks 12-6.
The tournament was a definite success with
the split, as the team looks to this weekend's
tourney at MIT against Dartmouth, Boston
College and MIT.
Photo by Steve Roberts
Tom Lenahan, halfback on the freshman soccer team/
follows the flight of the sphere during their victory over the
Williams frosh.vtmiidiiia null'.
Women's Tennis Splits
. . ^ e . Women's Field Hockey teams had
AH!!" s t g a m e l a s t Tuesday at Williams.
Although both teams came home defeated,
ine overall reaction to the meet was
positive.
Sophomore Wendy Overton, who played
.*«« on the J.v. team, felt that the J.V.
worked well together for the first game of
we season" but that Williams had a very
sirong offense. The final J.V. score was 6-0.
Jn nr tys.varsi ty .score was 2-0 with the
banning strongly but quickly being
J!?t0 a defensive game. The first half
r?P d o w n by two due to Williams'
S •Leltlng,and h a r d- fla* P^ses. But,
although they could not score, Trinity had
sZLT1,1"0? over the action d u r i n g tne
second half. Coach Robin Sheppard was
LrLS1iP?,Or t ive of Trinity's play in thec m
 half and Dointed out that the two and
one half hour bus ride to Williamstown could
have been a factor in the warm-up delay.
The scores may seem as though the
Williams' team overpowered our line,
however, this is deceiving. According to
Coach Robin, the team worked together
better than ever, and we have eight more
games to show everyone. Led by Coach
Robin Sheppard and captains Margo Halle
'77 and Barb "Cooki" Clark '76, the team
will surely have a superb season.
The schedule is:
9/30 Brown away
10/3 Western Conn, away ^ „ „ , , „
OCTOBER 7 CONN. COLLEGE HOME
10/12 Miss Porter's School away
10/17 Weslyan away
O°CTOBERh31WkT. HOLYOKE HOME
NOVEMBER 6 YALE HOME
by Mimezos
Forty co-eds tried out for ladies' tennis
from which eighteen women were chosen to
become the team. It is a strong team .with
freshwomen playing position 1, Barb Fisher,
and position 3, Vivi Dunklee. Senior Emily
Barron, hand-plagued, is iighting at no. 2.
Coolidge is holding onto no. 4. Vickie Tilney,
who decides to come to practice every so
often, is at No. 5. Deirdre Redden plays
ambitiously the No. 6 position. Top doubles
are Sophie Bell and Gwen McColl at the
moment. Other teams are bidding for the
second and third positions on the doubles
ladder.
The Trinity women had a tight match with
the Yalies last Thursday. Vivi, Vickie, and
Deirdre won their singles matches by a
close margin. The other singles players,
who will remain nameless, were blown off
the court by the awesome power of their
opponents.
With ambitions to beat Yale, our singles
players paired off to take on their singles
players in a game of doubles. Emily and
Mary at No 1 suffered their second loss of
the afternoon and retired to the side lines
with thoughts of better days. Vivi and Barb,
No. 2, and Vickie and Sophie, No. 3, won.
Their wins made the final score 5-4 for the
good guys.
Earlier that week the team played
Williams. We lost 6-3 with the only victories
coming from Mary Coolidge, No. 3, Deirdre
Redden, No. 5, and Sherri LeBolt, No. 6.
Emily Barron was unable to make the
match.
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Defense Intercept Five Aerials
Bantams Edged by Williams, 17-14
by Lander and Lewis
Under foreboding skies at Jessee Field,
the Trinity Bantams varsity football squad
was bested by Williams College, 17-14, in the
33rd meeting of the schools' ninety-year-old
rivalry. A fourth-quarter field goal
provided the margin of victory for the men
from Williamstown. Despite the fact that
Trinity was a decided underdog to last
year's Little Three Champions, the two
teams were so closely matched that the
outcome was in doubt until the final seconds
of play.
With fifteen returning lettermen, in-
cluding tri-captains Bill Curren, Damien
Davis, and Harold Gray, prospects look
good for 1974's edition of the Bantams.
• Offesively, the Hilltoppers are led by
halfbacks Jim Balesane, John Wholley (last
year's leading ground gainer) and Bob
Murenia, who was the starting
tight end for Trinity for the past two
seasons, made the switch to the offensive
backfield, where he is expected to bolster
the running attack. Quarterbacks Gray and
George Rose, both experienced signal-
callers, are directing the Bantams new
multiple offense. Pat Hoffernan, the
workhorse for last year's freshman squad,
is the fullback. Center Tom Lloyd, guards
Damien Davis and Tony LaPolla, and
tackles Gerry LaPlante and John Connelly
constitute the offensive line. The receiving
corps is comprised of Marvin Burruss, Tom
Melkus, and Frosty Schofield. Returning
letterrnan Bill Levy is at tight end. Dave
Kuncio, a stalwart performer at halfback
for the past two years, suffered a severe
hamstring injury during the preseason, but
is rapidly returning to form.
The Trinity defense, led by tri-captain
Wild Bill Curren, boasts the return of eight
lettermen. The defensive line has senior
Jack Holik and soph Gary Zabel at tackle,
Vic Novak at noseman, and Pete Silkowski
and Rich Uluski at end. Senior defensive end
John Appier was injured in preseason, but
will return later to shore up the defensive
line. Junior Jeff Gove will join Curren at
linebacker. A veteran defensive backfield
that accounted for eleven interceptions last
season \s ted by safety Chris Max, who
accounted for six of those thefts. Strong
safety Rich Tucci and cornerbacks Larry
Haas and Steve Thoren combine to give
Trinity great strength in the defensive
secondary.
After receiving the opening kickoff, the
Williams offense moved the ball well. Two
third down passes by quarterback Jim
Baldwin to tight end Tony Kroker and split
end Dave Parker kept the Ephmen's drive
from ending. Facing a 3rd down and 6 from
the Trinity 23 yard line, Baldwin went to the
air again, but overthrew his mark, and
cor nerback Thoren was there to make the
interception. After an exchange of downs,
Williams punted the ball to the Trin 15,
where Rich Tucci received the kick. The
fleet-footed Tucci then proceeded to elec-
trify the crowd with a sprint down the
sidelines for an apparent touchdown. But,
once again, the stingy defense refused to
yield, causing a fumble by Geier which
linebacker Curren scooped up, and, thanks
to a vicious block by Jeff Gove, returned to
the Trin 17 yard line.
Barra, Fernald Score
At the outset of the second quarter, the
Bantam offense still could not get on track,
and once again had to call on Maus to punt
the ball away. Williams immediately went
up top on a waggle pass and caught the
Trinity secondary rotating into field
coverage. Split end Parker split the seam of
the zone and gathered in the well-thrown
pass from Baldwin; the rest was history.
Kramer's conversion kick was good, and
Williams led 7-0 with 13:57 remaining in the
half.
The touchdown seemed to shake the
Trinity offense out of it's doldrums. George
Rose and Bob Murenia entered the game to
replace Gray and Wholley. QB Rose handed
off to Murenia on the draw play for a gain of
six. Followintthis, Rose threw Trin's pass of
the day, and split end Marvin Burruss drew
a pass interference call on the Williams 37
yard line for an automatic first down. With
second down and nine to go from the
Williams 38, Rose again went to Murenia
and the draw and caught the Ephmen's
linebackers on the blitz. The play was good
for 13 yards and a first down at the 25. A
personal foul on Williams then moved the
ball to the 16 yard line, and the Trinity fans
could now taste a touchdown. Successive
runs by Balesano and Murenia moved the
ball to the one, where the Ephman defense
dug in.
Rose decided to go to Balesano for that
one yard, and the plucky senior took the
option pitch, put a good move on a Williams
defender at the two, and leaped over the
final opponent (much to his befuddlement),
for the Bant's first touchdown. The extra
point by Maus was wide, but at least Trinity
was moving the ball.
Not to be outdone, the Trin defense got the
ball back when Curren made his second
fumble recovery of the day, giving the
Bantam's good field position at the
William's 29. A Trinity fumble, however,
was recovered by Williams, and the op-
portunity was lost.
With about six minutes left in the half, it
seemed that both teams were either very
tired or suffering from letdowns, because
they proceeded to try to give each other the
game. WlUiams finally recovered yet
another Bantam fumble at the Trin 12. Two
plays later, Baldwin found Parker in the
corner of the endzone where the big end
leaped up for the pigskin and his second
touchdown of the day.
After an inspiring, halftime performance
by the multi-talented, Williams Walking
Woodwinds and Farmer's Cooperative, to be
rivalled only by Trinity's own sideline
version of the June Taylor Dancers, the
Bantams returned to the field and took
command. Starting from their own 20, the
Bants combined the running of Balesano
and Wholley and the passing of Rose to
march down to the Williams 18. A draw play
to Balesano brought the ball down to the six,
where Wholley knifed off left tackle,
following the blocks of Davis and laPlante,
for the score. The two-point conversion
attempt was good, as Rose drilled a pass to
fullback Heffernan, who made a good catch
in a crowd for the equalizer.
Williams refused to die, however, and
after the ensuing kickoff, two key passes to
tight end Kroker sustained the drive down to
Ephmen Stomp Booters
by Murray Peterson
Led by two goals from Mike Elkind,
Williams stomped all over Trinity last
Saturday, 4-2. The score was closer than the
actual tempo of the game, as the Ephmen's
absolute control of the midfield play left no
doubt as to who the victor would be almost
immediately.
Whereas last week the fullbacks made up
for the weak midfield play (due more to lack
of quantity than lack of quality) with
aggressive defensive play, this time they
seemed intimidated by the supposed
strength of their opponents, and appeared to
•be forever retreating back toward their own
goal and goalie Andy Kaufman.
There is no doubt that Williams is a good
team; probably the best that Trinity will
face except for possibly Middlebury. Their
passing, trapping, hustle, and seemingly
sixth sense about where their mates were in
any given situation appeared to be too much
of an advantage over the not as collectively
well skilled Bants.
Elkind initiated the scoring in the 26th
minute of the opening half as he sailed
through the right side of the Trinity defense
and slid one off the charging Kaufman and
then the left far post from 20 yards out,
Trinity had two excellent chances late in
the period as Stork Jennings hit the crossbar
and Peter Mindnich missfired on the
rebound. That seemed to be the story of the
afternoon as the offense had plenty of op-
portunitie's but just could not cash in.
The outcome of the contest was decided
very quickly in the second half as the Eph-
men struck three times in the first thirteen
minutes, all of the scores coming on easy
shots,
With just 56 seconds gone Henry Osborn
flew in off the left wing, took an initial shot
which Kaufman stopped, but Andy couldn't
hold on, and the winger tapped home the
loose ball from five yards out.
In the tenth minute, Osborn broke through
again, drew Kaufman and the defense over
to the left side, and then lofted a short cross
to Jim Heild, who headed it home at the goal
line.
Exactly three minutes later, Elkind
connected for his second from eight yards
out on the left side. Bob Martin, who for
some reason was substituted for Kaufman,
tried to stop a shot which was easily wide to
the left and mishandled it into a goal for
Elkind.
The Bantams finally broke through after
another three minutes, as Gino Barra
headed in a mishead by a Williams fullback
from ten yards away.
With less than two minutes to play, Rob
Photo by Dave Levin
Bill Curran, senior linebacker and tri-captain, avoids a
Williams offender making a rare tackling attempt as he
takes off upfieid after picking up a fumble. Jeff Gove (62)
prepares to help him out while Rich Uluski (35) looks on.
and no time outs outs left. Two unsuccessful
passes by Rose and it was third down with 28
seconds showing on the clock. Harold Gray
and sophomore Tom Lines entered the game
and combined for two key pass completions,
but it wasn't enough. Time ran out with the
ball on the Williams 40.
the Trinity 21. But the Bants' defense stif-
fened, thanks to some key tackles by
Curren, and the Ephmen attempted a field
goal. The endeavor failed, as a blocked kick
and a hustling Chris Max gave Trinity
possession at their own two yard line.
Caught way back in their own territory, the
Hilltoppers elected to play it safe, and called
three runs and then punted.
The Williams offense then moved steadily
towards the goal, and with the ball on the
Trin ll, tried a pass. Safety Max came out of
nowhere to pick it off at the goal line, and
returned the ball behind a wall of blockers,
up to the Bantams' 41. This big play failed to
rally the offense, and subsequently Williams
got possession of the ball again. They drove
down to the Trin one yard line, but a penalty
moved the ball back to the 16. On the next
play, Cramer performed his heroics, by
kicking a perfect 31 yard field goal.
For the rest of the fourth quarter, the
offense met with continued disappointment
as the Williams defense, led by Harry
Jackson and "John Chandler, continually
foiled the Bantams. The Williams offense
kept driving for more points, but two more
clutch intercepripis, by Trucci and Max,
spoiled their bids. Finally, the Bants had one
last shot at victory, as they got the ball at
their own 17 with 45 seconds left in the game
First Downs
Yds. Rushing/Rushes
Yds. Passing
Total Offense
Passes Att./Comp.
Intercepted by
Purits/Ave.
Fumbles/Lost
Yds. Penalized
Williams
17
147/47
335
23/13
1
5/37.0
4/3
9/95
Trinity
14
99/54
90
189
24/9
5
8/36.7
5/3
7/81
* INDIV IDUAL STATISTICS
Trinity Leaders
Rushing: At t . Yds. Ave.
23 62 2.7
8 32 4.0
..-•— 9 28 3.1
Atf. Corhp." Int. Yds. TD
20 6 1 42 0
4 3 0 48 0
No. Yds. TDS
Balesano
Whol ley
Murenia
Passing:
Rose
Gray
Receiving:
Burruss
Lines
Punting:
Maus
0
8/36.7
pnoto by Steve Roberts
Chris Harris, junior fullback, sits dejectediy in me
Bantam cage after the third of Wil l iams' four goals lasT
Saturday. Hobie Porter also appraises some of *ne
surrounding turf as the Ephmen celebrate.
 fl]rdayat
F e r n a l d found a loose ball and p u m p e d it week a s they en te r t a in MIT this S a t u ^
into the u p p e r r ight corner from 15 y a r d s 11 A.M.. a s a p re l iminary to tne ,
 nn
out. " siamp R*. thorp .is tliev try to gee"' " ' " g e. Be e e, a h y
Trinity, now H , has a single home tilt this the track.
